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Murray dismisses proposals; begins appeal
ing the Murray school district, the
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Murray board has provided Calloway
Staff Writer
County
with a ^proposal that will
The Murray Independent BoartIA
Education disagrees with its county increase their student population and
counterpart that a merger of the two decrease Murray's student population
school systems is in the best interest of Over a period of years," according to a
children and is proceeding with an release from the board following a 45appeal to the state education commis- 'minute executive session during a
meeting Tuesday afternoon.
sioner.
Tuesday was the deadline for the
Instead of acting on any of Calloway
County Board of Education's three pro- school districts to sign non-resident
posals, one of which considered a contracts, which properly allow avermerger, the city school board proposed age daily attendance funds to transfer
for the second time a resolutiOn.limiting between the districts for students
the number of non-resident students attending schools outside their home
from the county who can enroll in districts. Now, the school districts may
Murray schools. Unlike two weeks ago, appeal the situation to the Kentucky
this Murray proposal is for 2005-06 and Department of Education.
Of the 1,760 students in city schools,
2006-07.
911
of them actually reside in the coun"While it is apparent that there is an
ty school district. But only 433 were
imbalance in Calloway students attend-

the resolution. The city district will
release ADA funds for any students
The Murray Board of Education is seeking answers on an 11-question survey residing in its district
from all parents who have children enrolled in city schools while living in the
but attending county
county school district. Questionnaires have been mailed to homes. Parents schools. Calloway has
can returned to the district from 7 to 9 p.m. Thursday or Tuesday at Murray not addressed amendElementary School's cafeteria or 9 a.m, to noon at Murray High School's cafe- ing the 2004-05 conteria. The questionnaires have to reviewed and notarized before they become tract to include all 911
part of the appeal process. Parents may also call the board office at 753-4363. non-resident students
actually enrolled in
included in the 2004-05 non-resident Independent Schools for certain county Murray schools.
"The carriage does
contract that Murray and Calloway school district residents enrolled in city
Crouch
not
turn into a pumpboards signed in October. About 240 schools. Those students are limited to
kin
at
midnight,"
city district residents are enrolled in those in kindergarten through 12th
Murray board chairman Richard
Calloway.
grade on the amended 2004-05 non-resCrouch said of the deadline. "If next
Murray's latest proposal reflects the ident contract and their siblings as well.
resolution it sent Calloway after its Jan. as children whose parent is a full-time' wreck the two districts have agreed and
the commissioner has not made a ail19 meeting, except it includes the com- Murray Independent employee.
ing, he will say, 'Fine,'OK.—
ing two years rather than just next year.
The Murray board will not accept
The resolution proposes the Calloway any non-resident students who do not
board release (ADA) funds to Murray fall into those categories, according to •See Page 2A

Survey Answers Sought

Carroll issues gag order in Parrott case

Bon Voy`Nge

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
After national media attention, Calloway District Judge
Jeanne Carroll issued a gag
order for everyone involved in
the Charles Parrott assault case
Tuesday morning.
Carroll said during a pre-trial
conference Tuesday no one
could imagine the amount of
media attention the assault case
would generate. Defense attorney Rick Larnicin said he argued
last week against, releasing a
video tape of the assault, saying
it would generate a "media circus?'
The gag order is in effect for
JOHN WRIGHT'Ledger & Times photo
any attorney, witness, potential Attorney Rick Lamkin converses with client Charles
witness and victim involved in Parrott, center, prior to the beginning of Tuesday's prethe case until after the conclu- trial conference at the Calloway County Judicial Building.
sion of the trial.
Shown on the right is Parrott's wife, Carla.
Parrott, of Mayfield, .was
arrested two days after the Dec. •because of lack of serious injury. Monday while Lamkin and
A two-day trial is scheduled Parrott were interviewed from
13 incident at Calloway County
Day Treatment Center involving to begin March 10 in Calloway Murray. The "Today Show"
aired a segment op the case
a 13-year-old student. Parrot has District Court.
Multiple national news net- Friday morning. Kentucky State
said he was properly restraining
..
Dimitri Ross, but he was . • s have aired portions orbie Police Trooper Brad Smith
as well as interviews with showed the video to area media
charged with second-degree
assault, a felony. That charge the defense and prosecution. after a court hearing a week ago.
was reduced Monday to fourth- Ross and his mother appeared
degree assault, a misdemeanor, on -Good Morning America"
from the New York studio on •See Page 2A
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Elkins speaks
on hospital
'Rumors,
Messes and

JOHN WRIGHTLedger & Times photo

Murray High School Lady Tigers Katie Garland and Lisa Thurman, right, lead their
team through a victory line of students that gathered for the team's send-off to
Richmond for the Touchtone Energy Kentucky All 'A' Classic State Basketball
Tournament Tuesday afternoon. MHS played Carroll County at Eastern Kentucky
University Wednesday.

CCHS Queen & Her Basketball Court

.Success'
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins admits
IIIIMurrayCalloway
Cqunty
Hospital • has
historically
done a poor
job communicating its operations to the
public
He
•broke'
Elkins
that tradition in a community address
titled "Rumors. Masses and
Success."
A
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Whitney Hendon was named Calloway County High School Basketball
Homecoming Queen during a brief ceremony before Tuesday's game between the
Lakers and Fulton County at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Pictured with Hendon are members of her court, including, from left, Hillary Lowe, Ashley Edwards, Hendon,
Kalyn Fox, Halee Wyatt and Jessica Greer.

See Page 2A

Cigarette, alcohol tax
increases underwrite
other tax reductions
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Higher levies on cigarettes and
alcohol help underwrite large
tax cuts for corporations and
smaller breaks for-individuals in
the tax package proposed by
Gov. Ernie Fletcher on Tuesday.
It does nothing to increase
tax collections in the future,
though budget director Brad
Cowgill said it wouldwprovide a
needed stability and predictability to tax receipts that go up and
down dramatically from year to
year.
Politically, the package keeps
a promise signed by Fletcher
and many legislators against
raising taxes, though a pack-aday smoker who could end up

2005

GENERAL
ASSEMBLY
paying an additional $190 a year
might take issue.
Fletcher said his tax proposal
presented a historic opponunity
to the General Assembly.
"History is filled with epic
moments where a state is faced
with enormous obstacles or
daunting challenges. This 'is

III See Page 3A
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Small jet runs off runway, hits building
TETERBORO. NJ.(AP) — A corporate
jet sped off the end of a runway while
attempting to take off from Teterboro
Airport today, hurtling across a highway
during the morning rush hour and shunming
into a'warehouse. At least II people were
injured and two were missing.
One witness said the pilot crawled out of
the wreckage and said the cress lost control
of the plane.
State police said two people were miss-

ing and II were injured in the crash. It was off the ground after "sliding and skidding"
noemunediately clear whether all those peo- down the runway.
"Usually we see them lift off, but this one
ple were on the plane. The plak appeared to
just went straight and started scratching the
ha% e struck at least one car.
It was headed for Midway Airport in ground. There were sparks shooting out all
Chicago, said Greg Martin, a spokesman for over the place,- said Joseph Massaro, a psy•
the Federal Aviation Administration in chologist who lives nearby.
Video from television station helicopters
Washington. Another FAA spokesman. Jim
Peters, said the jet was carrying 12 passen- showed wheel tracks, plainly visible in
.snow, that ran straight off the end of the rungers and two crew members.
way, through a fence and a snow bank.
it
made
er
. One witness said the plane nes

From Front
"I know there have been
some changes and change is different. but given some time
those affected will realize the
changes are putting us in a direction so we can have long-term
success." Elkins said Tuesday
morning. "Shame on you for
using scare tactics."
Elkins rattled off rumors
immediately dispelled titans
— during his portion of the State
of the Community addresses at
the Murray -Calloway County
of
Commerce
Chamber
Business@Breakfast. The hospital is, not for sale, the judge
said."and the hospital is not
broke
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Tonight will be
mostly cloudy.
Thursday will
be partly cloudy
with highs in
the upper 30s.
Thursday
night willbe
partly cloudy
with lows in the
mid 20s.
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"In particular, we are ensur- program has been revamped to
"One thing we've always
done a good job ,of is making ing that all financial relation- allow staff members, to benefit
money," Elkins said. "... Even if ships with physicians that must from positive feedback.
Meanwhile, the board has
things turn south for the short be in writing are, in fact, stated
term. We can operate in the long- in a written agreement that satis- established an audit committee,
fies the Stark Law criteria." hos- increased relationships with
term with our reserves."
Only tree doctors — not pital CEO Jon O'Shaughnessy community industry leaders and
eight, as rumored — have left in said in an intarview Monday provided better technglogy and
the past year. and that is 'not afternoon. "This is an area equipment for nurses and docunusual for a „hospital like _ where the hospital could have tors.
Elkins wanted to lay the good
said. done better in the past. We are
Elkins
Murray's,
Meanwhile, the MCCH board not suggestion that the hospital and bad about the hospital out
of Trustees is comrhittia to entered into any relationship on the community table in hopes
recruiting physicians and retain- that was inappropriate. We are of reducing gossip. "If you,see
ing its nursing staff. "I have simply finding that prior man- something that needs to be doat.
been assured, and I believe, the agement could have paid better, doh't go to your Sunday school
only people who have been fired attention to technical documen- class and tell them." he said.
have beers fired with cause." he tation requirements and chang- -Come to us at the hospital and
tell us."
said. "We need to reassure the ing times."
It is unclear what penalties
nurses-we are in this together. If
we succeed, you succeed. If we could arise. But O'Shaughnessy
said compliance is necessary for,
fail, you fail."
Elkins said "messes" abound hospital success.
"The hospital must confront
because of prior administrations.
"I think most of what has. past practices to make sure that
happened hasn't been intention- its history does not become an
al as much as neglectful," Elkins anchor' holding it back," he said.
said. -They didn't tackle the "We have initiated discussions
problems head on as they with the federal government and
expect to forge a resolution' that
came.. Elkins touched on a variety will let us move forward without
of topics. Retirement plans were having to look over our shoulmismanaged for years. The der.Murray Mayor Tom Rushing
Medical Arts Pharmacy was losing money, mainly because of spoke before Elkins and touched
signifisant -embezzlement-and bcieflyson_the_hospital. He also
out-of-date prices that meant serves on the
some customers were buying MCCH
medicines even cheaper than the board.
- The
hospital purchased them. The
pharmacy space has since been efforts being
done by the
leased to Gibson's Pharmacy.
"It seems like there is a.phar- hospital
macy being built on every cor- board and
v.
ner, so there must he money in administraJOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times photo
will
it,- Elkins said. "Yet our retail tion
to Calloway District Judge
speaks
left,
Harrington,
David
Attorney
County
Calloway
pharmacy has consistently lost allow
Rushing
M•urrayJeanne Carroll, while Assistant County Attorney Leanne Weaver and Kentucky State
money."
MCCH formed a corporation C alloway
Police Trooper Brad Smith listen during Tuesday morning's pretrial conference at the
to manage Trigg County County Hospital to remain a Calloway County Judicial Building.
Hospital. but Elkins said the for- public entity and become a
mer chief financial officer and regional healthcare leader."
Trigg CEO had a gentlemen's Rushing said.
Cleaning up messes has
agreement to postpone or not
pay managenient fees for at least resulted in success. Elkins said.
Mr. witness statements for the
and
you
"Both
Physically, the facility is From Front
three years. Trigg County
defense and training information
this
represented
have
Harrington
Hospital owes MCCH about cleaner and the front lobby has
Carroll said she was issuing caw well in the media,- Carroll for the prosecution.
charThe
lift.
face
a
given
been
$500,000.
Parrott said in an earlier
the gag order to ensure. a fair said. "... They can all have their
The hospital 'has recently ity policy has been expanded to
the
protect
and
Parrott
he restrained the stufor
trial
interview
we
after
but
fame,
of
minutes
15
for
services
discount
self-reported violations of the provide
is trained to do. One
he
as
juvenile.
dent
matter."
this
on
Mal
a
have
Stark Law, which says a physi- those who meet certain poverty
and
other day 'treatHarrington
three
least
at
of
"Mr.
of
Board
County
Calloway
wages
cian who has a financial rela- guidelines. Employees'
\
tionship with an entity must have been adjusted to better Detective Smith have convicted Education attorney Rick Jones ment center staff members were
meet specific criteria in order to reflect industry averages so no Mr. Parrott in the media,- responded to subpoenas from present with Parrott and Ross
refer the entity for health servic- position pays less than $7.06 per Lamkin said before the judge cut both sides during the hearing throughout the incident.
Tuesday. He said he provided'
hour. The employee incentive him off.
es covered by Medicare.

-• Murray ...
children are enrolled in a school
outside their home district, durAlso Tuesday, the board ing three meetings scheduled in
unanimously authorized district the coming week.
representatives to proceed with
The questionnaires have to be
process. reviewed and notarized to be
appeal
the
Questionnaires for all 911 non- included in the appeal process. It
resident students have been remains unclear what would
mailed, some of which were happen if all of the questionreceived yesterday. District offi- naires aren't returned.
cials are asking parents to fill
Commissioner
Education
them out for each non-resident Gene Wilhoit has 30 days to
student and return them in the make a ruling once the appeal is
next week. District representa- submitted. After that the state
tives will collect the surveys, board of education has 90 days
which ask questions about why to rule on . any additional
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appeals. "The state law says in have school choice and have two Frankfort."
Advocates for School Choice
effect there is not one appeal; high schools, but they cannot
there are 911 appeals," Crouch make decisions for future board spokesman John Crofton said a
merger doesn't guarantee school
said. "Each appeal has to be members."
Crouch addressed the merger choice once current board membased on the best interest of that
'proposal before the board went• bers are replaced with new ones.
child."
Murray-board members say a into executive session. -A merg- Plus, he said, board members
merger is not the best interest of er is something that should be would generate polies that,
each child because it involves decided by the voters in the city apply to all schoolss limiting the
too much speculation on where school district in a general elec- identity of schools:
"If you just have one board
boundary lines for different tion," he told the audience. "A
schools would be drawn. They Merger is not something that the schools will lose some 9f the
cited Henderson, Muhlenberg should be decided by five people 2hilosophy that makes certain
fahools attractive." Crofton said
and Hopkins counties as exam- behind closed doors."
Murray Superintendent Dale after the meeting. "We'd be losples of where once independent
schools were consolidated into Reid later elaborated he and the ing identity in a merger because
board aren't convinced a merger there are no guarantees. We
county schools.
"We could ask people who would prevent students from couldn't go back.7'
Merger aqaptages ineluded
attended Henderson City High being shuffled to different
,schools."We know there will be more efficient operations,
'
School, Earlington High School.
Central City High School, and children who naturally want to according to Calloway's proposothers across the state, what go to certain schools. There will al. Crofton.said.he doesn't argue
happened to their high school have to be some districting." he that point but remains confident
after a merger — they were all said in an interview after the both school systems offer someconsolidated into large county meeting. "We believe the coex- thing for children. .
"Some people in this town
high schools and their buildings istence of two systems is what
now house middle or elementary makes this community what it have decided they are willing to
pay a little more to be a little less
.schools," the board said in a is.
"It's a tough situation in that efficient to have a choice of
release.'The Calloway Board of
Education can tell us we will we might have to rely on which good school district to
send their kids," he said.
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• An individual reported a lost or stolen cell phone at 1:28 p.m.
Monday at Public Safety.
• An arrest warrant was issued for receiving stolen property valued at more than $300 at 2:04 p.m. Monday at the Calloway
County Judicial Building.
• A window at a College Courts apartment was reported at 4:08
p.m. Monday being broken Friday night. A report was taken.
• An individual at Hester College reported at 4:48 p.m. Monday
tags stolen from a vehicle. A report was taken and the matter is
under investigation.
•A Franklin College room was reported burglanzed at 10:49 p.m.
Monday. It is under investigation.
• A Franklin College room was reported burglarized at 11:38 p.m.
Monday. It is under investigation.
Calloway County Sheriffs Department
• A semi-tractor was reported stolen from Darden's on U.S. 641
South at 10:45 a.m. Monday.
• Extra patrol was requested at 145 p.m. Monday on Radio Road
in reference to past burgianes.
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies.

•Gag...

Subscription Rates

3 months

Murray Police Department
•Contraband was found at Kenlake Foods at 11:29 a.m. Monday.
• The theft of cold Medicine was reported at CVS pharmacy at
11:49 a.m. Monday.
• Someone came into the station to report an identity theft at
11:52 a.m. Monday.
• Larry W. Elkins. 45, of Murray, was arrested felt. alcohol intoxication, disorderly conduct and terroristic threatening ear*Tuesday
morning.
Murray State University Police Department
• Courtney Gardner, of Memphis, Tenn., was arrested on a warrant for second-degree burglary at 12:26 a.m. Monday at Public
Safety.
• A burglary was reported at 11:40 a.m. Monday at Blackburn
Science Building. A case for theft by unlawful taking more than

$300 was opened after a laptop computer was reported stolen.
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LEGAL NOTICE OF
ANNUAL MEETING
The Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative Association will
hold its Annual Meeting of
membership at its Tobacco
Farmer Appreciation Day at
2:00 p.m.. Friday, February
18, 2005 in Room 101 of the
South Wing at the KY Fair and
Exposition Center in Louisville, KY during the National
Farm Machinery Show.
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Education nearly overwhelmed by Medicaid, other items

Lawmaker proposes
slot.machine bills
FRANKFORT,"Ky.(AP)---,Kentucky could raise money for
pricey government programs such as education and Medicaid by
allowing slot machines throughout the state, a House lawmaker
proposed Tuesday.
Rep. Tom Burch, 13-Louisville, said he planned to file two
separate bills that would allow the state to lean on gambling revenue to help ease its budgetary woes.
"The money is there, people are going to gamble ...," Burch
said. "Why not keep that money here in Kentucky?"
Kentucky could eventually raise an extra $400 million to $800
million extra for state programs, Burch estimated.
One plan would allow counties to decide through a local referendum whether residents want slot-machine gambling. The
other calls for allowing slot machines at horse race tracks.
Revenue would go to pay for compulsive gambling treatment
programs, education, Medicaid and public safety, among other
things. Burch said.
Kent Ostrander, executive director of the Lexington- ased
Family Foundation, said he would "strongly oppose" any measures to expand gambling in Kentucky.
"Las Vegas was not built by winners, it was built by losers,"
Ostrander said. "Kentucky government should never fund any
'good' program based on the premise that some Kentucky citizens must lose to fund it."
Meanwhile, Dana Scum Stephenson watched from the Senate
gallery on Tuel9lay, complying with a judge's ruling preventing
her from taking any official action as a state senator as her disputed election winds through the courts. Her name Was displayed
on a brass plaque on a desk in the Senate chamber, but the seat
was unoccupied.
Stephenson said her lawyers were prePkring to ask the state
Supreme Court to take up the matter, bypassing the state Court of
Appeals. "I won the election, I won the Senate's vote to be seated, and now we just need to take care of thigs in the judicial sysSeum. R-Louisville,
tem," Stephenson, the daughter of Sen. Dafts5
said aftetward.
Stephenson, a Republican, received abodI 1,000 more votes
than her Democratic opponent, Virginia Woodward, in last year's
election in the Jefferson County district. A series of court rulings.
however, held that Itephenson did not meet a state constitutional
requirement that she live in Kentucky for six years before the
election.
Franklin Canty Circuit Judge William Graham ruled that
Stephenson may not take any official action as a senator or be
paid because she wasn't a qualified resident of Kentucky.
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Big tickets in
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky API —
Fletcher's budget
Modest initiatives in elementary
and Secondary education. strugHere are some of the big-tickgles with spiraling Medicaid
et items included in Gov.
Ernie Fletcher's two-year
costs and a burgeoning prison
spending plan .
population strairatie_budget proposal outlined by Gov. Ernie • Medicaid would get more
than $1.8 billion over two
Fletcher on Tuesday.
years.
The spending plan is
financed by slightly larger than •Kentucky's public schools
would get about $5 billion
expected tax receipts but also
during the biennium through
spends millions grabbed from
the funding formula known as
othcr funds' that would otherwise support student loans, "SEEK."
training for police and firefight- • Higher education gets
about $1.9 billion split among
ers and leaking underground
state universities and the
storage tanks.
Kentucky Community and
Budget director Brad Cowgill
Technical College System.
initially said the budget was
to Teachers'
Retirement
some $300 million out of struc:
System would receive about
tural balance, that is, spending
$235 million.
more money than the state takes • More than $300 million to
in. He later backed away from
mental health/mental retardathat figure but could not provide
tion programs.
a revised estimate.
•Corrections would get more
Fletcher said the budget
than $660 million, with adult
could be sweetened substantialcorrections getting more than
ly by passing a package of tax
$390 million.
changes he has propoted separately. But figures provided by
A13,
the budget office and in
inconsistency.
Fletcher's speech do not seem to
"This requires you to pass the
mesh.
tax
modernization
plan,"
Budget office figures show a Fletcher said.
potential windfall of perhaps
The administration will offer
$110 million in the 2006 fiscal its budget and tax plans sepayear as some parts of.the corpo- rately, apparently a concession
rate tax changes overlap.
to House Democratic lawmakFletcher said he would pro- ers. Cowgill said the governor
pose spending the money on viewed the gesture as "magnaneducation, projects at universi- imous and statesmanlike."
ties and around the state, a largHouse Democratic budget
er budget reserve and higher jail chairman Harry Moberly was
fees.
not bowled over by Fletcher's
Yet the tax changes also show package.
lower tat( revenues from last
"I don't think it a budget
jyear and this year, which would that will move Kentucky for/appear to offset a big chunk of ward," said Moberly, Dthe surplus.
Richmond. "I think we need a
Fletcher did not explain the

•••

last year and three out of the
next four. The only additional
money would come next fiscal
year as one of the corporate
taxes is being phased out while
andther kicks in. In total,
Cowgill's office said the state
could realize.$50 million more
through the 2008 fiscal year. a
minuscule amount given total
General Fund tax receipts of
about $7.5 billion annually.
It didn't • take long for the
prospective opponents of pieces
of the plan to step forward.
The Distilled Spirits Council
said adding the sales tax to package alcohol sales was "a major
threat to the state's bourbon producers" and amounts to triple
taxation because alcohol is also
taxed at production and wholesale levels,
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such a moment," Fletcher said in
remarks prepared for delivery to
a joint session of the House and
Senate.
Fletcher also offered a package of goodies to lawmakers if
they would pass the tax package
in the form of projects, teacher
pay increases and other items
that could be paid for with a blip
in tax receipts while parts of the
old and new code overlap.
As with all tax proposals,
fairness will be in the eye of the
taxpayer.
A reduction in the Wip tax rate
for individuals and elimination
of tax liability for those making
$12,000 or less carries the
broadest appeal.
According to examples provided by the administration, a
married family of four earning
$30,000 would see a tax cut of
$'56. A single parent with two
children earning/
1
425.000 would
save $79 a year off their income
taxes.
The top rate, now 6 percent,
would eventually fall to 5.45
percent by 2008.
Individuals might also benefit from a $500 tax credit for
undergraduate tuition payments
and a sales tax holiday .the first
weekend of each August on
clothing, school supplies and
computers.
On the other side, people
who pay the current conglomeration of state and local taxes on
telephone 'and cable television
get a single tax
services would bill of 7.62 percent, with local
gqvernments still getting all the
money they do now. Satellite
television subscribers, who have
thus far avoided any tax, would
be subject to the levy.
Also, the cigarette tax of 3
ceatper pack now would rise to
34.cents through 2006 and likely rise to 53 cents or more by

AP Photo

2008 under a system indexing
the tax to those imposed by surrounding states.
And alcoholic beverages
would,be subject to the 6 percent
sales tax for the first time.
Cowgill said 75 percent of
individuals in Kentucky would
pay less in taxes overall under
Fletcher's package.
Cowgill said he did not know
how many companies would
pay less taxes, or how many
would pay more,-ender the corporate tax package.
Corporations would benefit
in a variety of ways.
Fletcher would repeal „the
corporate license fee altogether,
which is now assessed against a
company's—physical holdings.
The corporate income tax rate
would be dropped from 8.25
percent to 6 percent.
Limited liability arrangements, a hugely popular new

legal structure for companies, than going into the General
would be subject to the corpo- Fund.
A new 1 percent tax would be
rate income tax for the first time,
but partners might get a tax imposed on hotel and 'motel
break on their individual income room rentals with the proceeds
taxes. And companies that have going toe new tourism developavoided income taxes would be ment program.
A small, technical change
subject to a new minimum payment each year.
might reflect the first successful
Smaller provisions would attack on the 1979-era property
assist people with large stocks tax freeze movement. The
and bond holdings by repealing change'would let state governthe intangible property tax. ment exclude new construction
Some corporate loopholes from the calculation that limits
would be closed.
Koperty tax receipts to a total of
Horse breeders would still •rpercent growth annually. "
'According to documents
pay the 6 percent sales tax on
stud fees, but the money would from the budget office, the net
be effectively returned to them effect of the tax changes would
through racing incentives rather be a loss to the General Fund
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spent during the budget.
greater vision."
Moberly dismissed Fletcher's
Kentucky's student loan prostark preseataton of two-visions grams provide the biggest
of a budget an tax plan.
chunk, an estimated $70 million.
"That's just sort of a game.' The insurance tax that is supMoberly said. "We understand posed to underv.rite training for
police and firefighters is hit for
what the real choices are."
In addition to modest increas- $37 million. And the fund creates in the basic state aid to local ed from gas tax proceeds to
school districts, Fletcher wants clean up old, leaky underground
to create a $26 million program petroleum tanks provides anothto recruit and retain teachers in er $61 million.
Budget officials said educacritical areas of instruction and
geography. Reading initiatives tion initiatives. Medicaid, corrections and health insurance
are also included.
Higher education gets anoth- programs for teachers and puber whack of the budget paddle, lic employees eat up virtually
•
with Fletcher proposing only to every new dollar available.
There are some other unusual
reinstate half of the budget cuts
Made two years ago. Cowgill ways used to provide money for
acknowledged that tuition ordinary state operations.
increases imposed by the uniThe 1 cent higher gas tax that
versities raised enough money came into being last year when
to make it easier to avoid appro- wholesare prices increased
priation increases.
would remain in effect throughDespite huge increases in Out the budget, even though
General Fund money, the economists expect the price to
Medicaid program that provides drop later this year. And people
health care to the poor and dis- who lease motor vehicles would
abled and long-term care will have to pay their usage taxes all
still have a shortfall. Assistant in a lump at the „beginning
budget director Beth Jurek said instead of over the lifetime ot
nearly $250 million more for their contracts.
Medicaid will still leave a deficit
Moberly said the revenues
of as much as $80 million by the and spending may not add up
end of the baidget period on June creating the same kind of "stria
30, 2006.
tural imbalance' that Fletcher
Thousands more inmates criticized House Democrats for
than expected also require mil- proposing in 2.004.
lions more for corrections,
A long list of construction
Cowgill said. He hedged on projects that Fletcher included
whether the state would open the in his failed budget from 2004 is
newly
Elliott gone from the latest proposal.
constructed
County prison, saying it has had Cowgill said Fletcher still supconstruction problems. The ports the items, including
administration is still examining research facilities at the
whether to operate the prison as University of Kentucky and
a state firility or with a private University of Louisville and an
contractor, Cowgill said.
expansion of the state fairCowgill's office would not grounds, but there is no mone
provide a list of the various spe- for them.
cial funds that provided more
There is also no money in the
than $300 million that would be budget fora new state airplane.
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By Donna Cassata

The State of
• the Union
& Its War
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
wartime, presidents have filled
their State of the Union
addresses wilh woids to rally
the nation.
It surely will be no different
f
for President Bush tonight.
Although the commander in
chief neyer mentioned the word
Iraq in his inaugural address
Jan. 20, he is'certain to focus
on the conflict in his State of
the Union speech just three
days after Iraqis held elections.
More than 1.400 Americans
have died since the war began
nearly two years ago, and Bush _
is poised to ask Congress for
$80 billion more to help pay for
a conflict that is costing $1 billion a week. Amid. unease about
the war, Bush faces the chalia • lenge of assuaging Americans'
concerns about the rising toll in
lives and dollars:
AP File Photo
State of the Union speeches
push Iraqi forces out of Kuwait,
offer an important stage for
President George H.W. Bush
presidents. They usually sketch
told the nation on Jan. 29, 1991,
out the evils of the enemy and
trumpet Americans'willingness "All of us yearn for a world
where we will never have to
to sacrifice — all part of a confight again."
certed effort to keep support
Bush's fathercontrasted the
strong.
offenses of Saddam Hussein —
On Jan. 6. 1942, less than a
"his ruthless, systematic rape of
month after the'Japanese attack
a peaceful. neighbor" 7-- with
on Pearl Harbor, President
the
multilateral effort to stop
of
Franklin D. Roosevelt spoke
the "spirit of the American peo- him:
"The world can ... seize this
ple." their deep determination
opportunity to fulfill the
and their solemn task.
longheld promise of a new
"The militarists of Berlin
world order, where brutality
and Tokyo started this 4.ar. But
will go unrewarded and aggresthe massed, angered forces of
sion will meet collective resistcommon humanity will finish
ance." he said.
it," he said.
Kurt Ritter, a professor of •
the
acknowledging
Then,
political rhetoric at Texas A&M
question of nearly every
University, said presidents rally
American, Roosevelt said,
support by contrasting "the sav"Many people ask,'When will
this war end?' There is only one ageries of the enemy" with
"America and America's effort
answer to that. It will end just
and civilizing force."
as soon as we make it end, by
In the address Wednesday.
our combined efforts, our comRitter said, Bush might remind
bined strength, our combined
Americans of the beheadings
determination to fight through,
and insurgent attacks in Iraq,
and work through until the end
and focus on the push for
— the end of militarism in
democracy.
Germany and Italy and Japan.
Bush will want to make sure
Most certainly we shall not setthat his domestic agenda —
tle for less."
Ken Hechler, a former politi- anchored by his far-reaching
plans for partial privatization of
cal science professor who editSecurity and overhaul of
Social
ed Roosevelt's public papers
and addresses, said Bush's chal- the tax code — does not get
lost in the worries about danlenge is similar to Roosevelt's
• gers abroad.
— to shore up the nation.
• Similarly, President Lyndon
"A good deal of that speech
B. Johnson emphasized in his
was meant to stiffen the morale
.speech in 1966 that he would
against the negative reacdon,"
not have to sacrifice the Great
said Hechler, who also served
Society for the Vietnam War.
as a congressman from West
"This nation is mighty
(1959-77).
Virginia
enougb, its society is healthy
In 1952, Americans wonenough, its people are strong
dered if there was an end in
enough, to pursue our goals in
sight in Korea. President
•
Truman's support had plummet- the rest of the world while still
Society here at
bulk:hi% a
ed after he fired Gen. Douglas
said.
Johnson
home,"
fitMacArthur in 1951 for publicly
Two years I r, Johnson
criticizing the commander in
sanitation
'chief's strategy to wage a limit- hailed elections
mutant
governmen
a
of
China.
attack
than
rather
ed war
threat of
despite the c
In his State of the Union
violence.
speech, Truman appealed for
unity, touched on his domestic
"America will persevere.
agenda and told the nation,
Our liatience and our persever-The only thing that can defeat
ance will match our power.
us is our own state of mind. We
Aggression•will never prevail,"
falter.we
if
-lose
can
said on Jan. 17, 1968.
Johnson
Alonzo Hamby, an Ohio
Thirteen days later, on Jan.
University professor who has
30. the North Vietnamese
written extensively on Truman
launched the let offensive that
Truman's
said
and Roosevelt,
crystalized opposition to the
challenge was tougher than
war. Three months later. on
Bush's, if only because casualMarch 31, Johnson ended a
ties were higher in Korea.
on his hopes for a'negospeech
"He had an active military
bated peace in Southeast Asia
draft at that time. ft was a much
with words that shocked a
more difficult situation,"
— his decision not to
nation
talk
can
"Bush
Hamby said.
term in office.
another
seek
about victory, and we can hope
maybe he's right."
Donna Cassata has covered
issues in Washington
military
In the middle of a massive
since 1989.
air war in the Persian Gulf to
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Brirndnt Hone To Ira
began to
Whatever the actual voter
emerge as
turnout in the Iraq election (inithe majority
tial reports as high as 72 perparty.
cent seem inflated, perhaps the
The colresult of overly enthusiastic poll
lapse of the
watchers*spectacie of so
Soviet
many Iraqis defying death and
Union .
dictatorial religious leaders to
would not
cast ballots is a strong first step
have been
in affirming the Bush
possible
Administration's policy to
Cal's
without the'
spread freedom in lands that
Thoughts Truman
have not known it.
By Cal Thomas Doctrine or
While rejoicing in the scene
Syndicated
the likes of
that included a 94-year-old
Columnist
the late
woman being carried by her son
Democratic
to a Oiling place and fewer terSen. Henry
rorist bombings than forecast.
"Scoop" Jackson or.President
Secretary of State Condoleezza
John F. Kennedy, along with
Rice soberly noted on the
Republicans such as Dwight
Sunday talk shows that the terEisenhower, Richard Nixon and
rorists will "try again" to disRonald Reagan. Today. the
rupt the process leading to a
objective of some politicians is
new constitution and self rule.
not victory over oppression.
"The hard work is still
Rather, it is holding on to what
ahead," Rice said. She called
passes for power in
the terrorists who want to preWashington, when true power is
vent people from deciding their
ability to set people free.
the
intimidaown future "brutal
How'sick is that?
tors." President Bush characterThe extreme makeover of
ized the election "a resounding
Iraq could lead to the reshaping
success" and thanked
of many other dictatorial
Americans for being ."patient
nations in the region. It might
and resolute."
also affect the careers of politiThere was a time not long
cians who have been on the
ago in4he United States when
wrong side of freedom.
Republicans and Democrats
Some Democrats have .
shared a common hope: the liblikened Iraq to the Vietnam
eration of oppressed people.
They moStly subordinated parti- War. There is one valid similarity. North Vietnamese Gen. Bui
san politics when it came to
Tin told The Wall Street Journal
that goal. Those days ended
after his retirement that the U.S.
about the time Republicans

anti-war movement was "essential to our strategy."
Surely those "brutal intimidators" are taking note of calls
by some for the withdrawal of
all American troops before the
job is finished. To withdraw
now (and Iraqi leaders want
Americans toy for now)
would sentence the entire country to a civil war and a brutal
bloodbath. How could any
responsible leader favor such an
outcome, unless that leader
cared more about politics than
people?
In an outstanding analysis of
what certain people, nations and
ideologies have to gain and lose
depending on the ultimate
shape of a new Iraq, Norman
Podhoretz writes in the
February issue of Commentary
magazine that the insurgents are
"counting on the forces opposing the Bush Doctrine at home.
Those forces comprise just as
motley a coalition as the one
fighting in Iraq, and they are,
after their own fashion,just as
desperate. For they too understand how much they for their
own part stand to lose if the
Bush Doctrine is'evergenerally
judged to have passed the great
test to which it has been put in
Iraq."
What might such people
lose? They would lose power. A
successful outcome in Iraq
would isolate the isolationists
more effectively than at any
time since World War II. It

would also gg'e President Bush
more power to push through
Congress his domesti,c..,akenda
including Social Security
reform, tort reform, tax reform
and, most importantly, a
realignment of the Supreme
Court along constitutional lines.
A sign of things to come,
even if the Iraq election and
subsequent votes on the constitution go reasonably well, is
summed up by Podhoretz:
"With so much riding on a failure in Iraq, no effort will be
spared to make sure that even a
victory there ends up being
defined as a defeat."
Count on the big media in
America and Europe to look for
a dark lining within the silver
cloud. But count on President
Bush, American and allied
forces and most of the liberated--1Iraqi people to stay the course
because of the hope that Iraq
can serve not as a launching
pad for terrorism, but a springboard to democracy throughout
the region.
Cal Thomas hosts "After
Hours" on Fox News Channel
Saturdays at/I p.m. ET Direct
all MAIL for Cal Thomas
Tribune Media Services, 2225 .
Kenmore Ave.. Suite 114,
Buffalo, N.Y. 14207. Readers
may also leave e-mail at
www.calthomas.com.

Hillary Sold Out
as Democratic
and centrists embrace the GOP and
When the British ultra-liberals in the
leader in the
pre- Tony Blair Labor Party published their President.Bush, they leave the Democrats
House. He will
to the tender mercies of the liberals. The
lengthy election manifesto in the late
a deeper
dig
by
the
offered
of
ballast
deprived
is
Tarty
explicitly
so
clIkument
1980s, the radical
and deeper hole
swing voters, the party moves further and
spelled out their defifor the party,
further to the left, driven tiY a Jacobin
ance of English public
alienating its
desire for revolutionary purity and revenge
opinion that a Tory
moderate
against those who urge pragmatism and
politician called it "the
donors and
point to the path to victory.
longest suicide note in
holding it
And the Clintons? Even as Hillary tries,
history." Now, in chooshostage to the
to fool us once more into believing in her
ing their new national
likes of Michael
political moderation, they do not dare stand
leader, the Derwcratic
Moore and the
up against Dean. Even though they'know
Party is publishing a
Hollywood left.
much more succinct sui- that Dean knows that it was tlie Clintons
How odd it is
AP File Photo
who assassinated him en route to the nomicide note.
Morris
see
to
Hillary
Hillary
neither
nor
Bill
yea)',
last
nation
"chairman
reads
It
Advisory
red state I
a
us
she's
that
convince
to
trying
the
off
fills
deep'
as
party
peer
a
their
utter
By Dick Morris )Howard Dean."
IL
kind of girl (offering moderate views on
end.
There is a school of
Syndicated
abortion, condemning illegal inunigration,
The Clinton's could have gotten Ickes
thought among
Columnist
emphasizing the importance of prayer in
the job, but neither one did any heavy liftDemocrats that by
•.
her life and backing the war)even as her
ing on his behalf, Why not? I'm no longer
embracing policies and
party lurches to the left.
that
is
but
guess
secrets,
my
privy
their
to
what
with
variance
at
programs deeply
Bill was too sick. sad, physically weakened
most Americans think will enhance the
As the Clintons did after they lost
and unfocused — and that Hillary, an
party's electoral viability. It was such wisin 1994, they are moving to the
Congress
leaderguidance
and
his
without
ingenue
doomed
of
dom that led to the selection
center. And, as the Republicans did after
ship, didn't dare to try on her own for fear
nominees like Walter Mondale, Mike
taking control of Congress that same year,
of publicly failing.
Dukakis and John Kerry. It is only when
the
Democrats are rushing to extremes.
acted
of
likely
out
Ickes
For
part,
his
repudiated
were
crazies
the views of these
Eventually, Hillary and Dean will clash for
pique in demeaning Hillary's chances for
— as with the nominations of JFK, LBJ,
control of the party. Hillary will win the
victory in 2008 and in withdrawing from
Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton — that the
nomination in 2008, but she will face a
the race for chairman entirely a few weeks
party can win elections.
party fractured by its ideological divisions
later. Left to twist slowly in the wind, this
So why are the Democrats selecting
and will find it harder and harder to please
normally loyal operative probably felt
Dean? And why is Harold Ickes, the putathe left in her own ranks and the centrists in
tive spokesperson for the Clintons, embrac- abandoned and unappreciated, as he did
the swing states.
when he was passed over for chief of staff
ing the choiee? Because Deans momentum
in Clinton's second term.
is unstoppable and nobody wants to stand
Dick Morris was an adviser to Bill
in the way of the avalanche of self-destrucClinton for 20 years.
What kind of chairman will Dean
tiveness which is pouring onto the
• Copyright 2005 Dick Morris,
make? He will probably be as bad for the
Democrats from their left-wing supporters.
All Rights Reserved.
party's prospects as Nancy Pelosi has been
Here's how it works: When moderates
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4* Bush to outline S.S., Iraq goals
By DEB RIECHMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) With four years left to build his
legacy, President Bush's State of
the Union address outlines his
goals to give Social Security a
makeover, stay the courSe in
Iraq, push for democratic reform
abroad and tackle an array of
domestic issues at home.
Bush was delivering his
speech today on Capitol Hill,
already the scene of a testy, partisan debate over his plan to
offer
private
retirement
accounts.
His ideas for changing the
70-year-old Social Security program scored just two sentences
in last year's State of the Union.
This year, it's the signature topic
of his 40-minute speech before
Congress and a nationally televised audience at 9 p.m. EST (8
p.m. CST).
The White House says Bush
will offer new details about his
plan to let younger workers
divert some of their Social
Security payroll taxes into personal investment accounts. But
experts say while the president

The White House/AP Photo

President Bush prepares
for the State of the Union In
the Family Theater of the
White House Tuesday.
will seek to reassure Americans
who are at or near retirement
that they can expect to get their
Social Security checks as
expected, he'll leave larger
questions unanswered.
"He's leading with the

dessert and not revealing the
spinach" Peter Orszag, an economist
at
the
Brookings
Institution and former Clinton
Whitt House adviser, said
Tuesday.
Social Security is projected
to start paying out more in benefits than it collects in taxes in
2018, according to Social
Security trustees, and can pay
full promised benefits only until
2042.
The
nonpartisan
Congressional Budget Office
projected that the program
wi1Itie solvent until 2052.
real question is how he
will kestore solvency to Social
S rity?" Orszag said. "What
benefit reductions will be needed and what are the debt implications? The type of questions
he's prepared to address won't
answer that."
But White House counselor
Dan Bartlett said today on
CBS's "The Early Show" that
the president will be specific
about "how personal retirement
accounts will operate" and "why
it's important to solve the problem" of Social Security.
----There's a way we can do it

that also makes the system
stronger for future generations,"
Bartlett said on NBC's "Today"
show. "But what President Bush
will say tonight is now it's time
to act."
Michael Tanner, an economist at the Cato Institute, said
Bush likely will define, for the
first time, what he means when
he says that people who are at or
near retirement will not experience any changes in Social
Security benefits. The libertarian think tank has been a longtime proponent of investment
accounts, and is pressing for
larger accounts by letting workers invest all, not just part, Of
their payroll taxes.
-The president is very liable
to say something like if you're
over the age of 50 or 55,. you'll
remain in the current system,"
Tanner said. "If you look at the
bills on the Hill, it's mostly 55
years old, so that would be my
suspicion" about how Bush will
define at or near retirement.
Bush's adviSers have settled
on a proposal for structuring the
personal accounts to resemble
the Thrift Savings Plan.
t•

Obituaries
Mrs. Georgia Wilson McClure
The funeral for Mrs. Georgia Wilson McClure will be Friday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Churchill-lines Family Funeral Home. The •
Rev. David York will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to8 p.m. Thursday.
Mrs. McClure, 84, died Tuesday. Feb. I, 2005, at 12:30 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home.
She had retired after 32 years of service as a teacher in the Henry
County, Tenn., school system. She was a member of New Mount
Carmel Baptist Church, in Calloway County.
Her husband, James D. McClure,and one sister, Elzada Hagatedt.
both preceded her in death. Born Nov. 19, 1920, in Henry County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Tom V•Imberly and Elizabeth
Wilson Wimberly.
Survivors include one niece, Wynona Deathrage, Maryville.
Tenn.; one nephew, Thomas Parker, Florida: great-nephew. Thomas
Dewayne Parker, Nashville, Tenn.; several cousins, including
William Doug Taylor and Lisa Taylor, both of Buchanan, Tenn.

Mrs. Anna Mae Parrott
Mrs. Anna Mae Parrott, 76. Mayfield,died Tuesday, Feb. I. 2005.
at 6:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a member of Smith Temple Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, Mayfiefd, wttert,she had served as an usher.
She was also a member of Vanda L Langharn Chapter #137 of the
Order of the Eastern Star.
She was a native of Calloway County.
Survivors include her husband, Mizell Parrott; one brother,
Raymond Sims Jr., Murray; two grandchildren; several great-grandchildren, nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at Smith Temple
Cumberland Presbyteriah Church, Mayfield. The Rev. Greg Hussey
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Obion Cemetery. Pryorsburg.
Visitation will be at the church after 10 a.m. Saturday. Mason
Memorial Chapel of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements.

Some Sunni clerics call Iraq vote illegitimate
By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) Iraq's leading Sunni Muslim
clerics said today the country's
landmark elections lacked legitimacy because large numbers of
Sunnis did not pagicipate in the
balloting due toithe insurgency
and a call by religious leaders
for a boycott.
Emboldened by the elections,
which U.S. and Iraqi authorities
cited as a victory for democracy,
the police chief in Mosul
demanded the insurgents hand
over weapons within two weeks
or he would "wipe out" anyone
giving them shelter.
Large numbers of majority
Shiite Muslims and Kurds participated in Sunday's election
for a new National Assembly
and
regional
parliaments.
Although no results or turnout
figures have been released. U.S.
officials say
participation
appeared much lower in Sunni
areas where the insurgency is
strongest.
In its first statement since the
balloting, the Association of
Muslim Scholars solid the vote
lacked legitimacy because of
low Sunni participation blamed variously on the clerics',
own boycott call and on fear of/
insurgent reprisals against those
who voted. The association
months ago urged Sunnis to
shun the polls because of the
presence of U.S. and other fort
eign troops, and insurgents
threatened to kill anyone who
voted.
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VATICAN CITY (AP) John Paul II had difficulty
breathing as he battled the flu
and will spend a few more days
in the hospital, but his heart was
functioning normally and the
pope had a restful- night, the
Vatican said today. /
The 84-year-old pontiff had
"just a little fever," papal
spokesman Joaquin NavarroValls said in elaborating on a
terse Medical bulletin issued by
the Holy See. He told Vatican
radio the pope would spend "a
few more days" in the hospital,
but added that there was "no
cause for alarm."
John Paul was being treated
for respiratory problems in the
Gemelli Polyclinic. He was
rushed there late Tuesday from
his Vatican apartment after coming down with influenza,
Vatican officials said.
"The cardio-respiratory and
metabolic levels at present are
wititt,11 e nOrm," the bulletin ,
said.
Prayers for the pope were
being said by faithful in churches around Rome, as well as in
his native Poland.
"After we got the news we
added a special prayer during
our morning Mass," said Bishop'
Szczepan Wesoly, who preAideti
at the service at the Polish
church near Piazza Venezia in
the center of the city attended by
Polish nuns in black habits.
The papal spokesman said
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Dr. Mohammed Basher al-Faidi, spokesman, ridht, and Dr.
Omar Raghlb, information officer, of the Association of
Muslim Scholars, stand under writing from the Koran as
they speak to the media at the Urn al-Oura Mosque in
Baghdad, Iraq today. Iraq's leading Sunni Muslim clerics
said the landmark Iraqi elections lack legitimacy because
large numbers of Sunnis did not participate in the balloting which the clerics had asked them to boycott.
Iraqi officials have acknowledged voting problems, including a ballot shortage in
Baghdad. Basra and Mosul.
which have substantial Sunni
populations and which also may

have contributed to a low Sunni
turnout.
With many Sunnis having
stayed away. a ticket 'endorsed
by the Shiite clergy is expected
to gain the biggest number of

Pope spokesman:'No cause for alarm'
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seats in the 275-member
National Assembly, followed by
the Kurds and a list headed by
interim Prime Minister Ayad
Afiawi, a secular Shiite.
Shiites comprise an estimated
60 percent of Iraq's 26 million
people. and Shiite candidates
were expected to fare best
regardless of Sunni turnout.
However, low Sunni participation was. believed to have
reduced the totals of other tickets.
Abdul-Aziz al-Hakim, the
Shiite Muslim who heads the
ticket expected to have won the
largest number of parliamentary
seats, indicated in a Wednesday
interview with The Associated
Press that his group wants the
post of prime minister in Iraq's
new government.
Al-Hakim, a Shiite cleric
with close ties to Iran, said representatives of all Iraqi groups
should participate in writing the
new constitution.
In its statement, the association said the election "lacks
legitimacy because a large portion of these people who repre.sent many speara have boycotted it." As a result, the group
said the new leadership lacked a
mandate to draft a new constitution and should be considered, a
temporary administration.
"We make it clear to the
United Nations and the international community that they
should not get involved in granting this election legitimacy
because such a move will open

John Paul was taken by ambu- know whether the pope had
lance to the hospital after doc- eaten any breakfast.
tors decided "he could be better
He characterized Tuesday
treated there than here (the night's hurried admission to a
Vatican)." In response to a special papal suite on the 10th
reporter's question. Navarro- floor of the hospital as "mainly
Valls denied that the pope lost precautionary" for the pope.
consciousness, saying: "No, for who
also
suffers ,from
God's sake!," and he ruled out Parkinson's disease. Trying to
any need for a tracheotomy.
appear. reassuring, NavarroNavarro-Valls said that as he Valls even joked at one point
was leaving the hospital today, that John Paul was taken by
the pope's secretary was cele- ambulance to the hospital „
brating Mass in the hospital because -the subway doesn't go
room and that John Paul was -that far."
concelebrating from his bed.
John-Paul was first examined
Navarro-Valls said he didn't in the emergency room before

being taken to his hospital,suite,
Italian TV and news agency
reports said.
Navarro-Valls, who has a
m'edical degree, told The
Associated
Press
early
Wednesday that the pope has the
flu and acute laryngeal tracheitis.

the gates of evil," the statement
said. '
-We are going to respect the
choice of those who voted and
we will consider the new government-if all the parties participating in the political process
agree on it - as a transitional
government with limited powers."
Official voter turnout figures
have yet to be released, but a
Western diplomat speaking on
condition of anonymity said
turnout appeared to have been
-quite low" in Iraq's vast Anbar
province - which- includes the
rebellious cities 8f Fallujah and
Rarnadi.
He said that based on anecdotal accounts, turnout in three
other provinces with large Sunni
Arab populations was slightly.
higher but not more than 50 percent.
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is hurting plense join us
Mon., Feb. 7, 2005
from 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
at the Calloway County Library Annex
For an open information session about

'
( Outreach Program,
Grief?Recovery
a 10 week action program designed to resolve ,
loss issues and move on to a richer quality of life.

Grief Recovery Specialist

/ For More Information Please Call 753-8888
Churchill Imes Family Funeral Home & Imes-Miller Funeral Home
Offer This Service At No Cost To Individuals In The Community.

Imes-Miller
Funeral Home

AP Photo

Two nuns pray in St. Peter's square early today facing the
Vatican building in which the Pope's apartments are
located.

& Crematory
Grief ?Recovery is a registered tradenuirti ot the Grief Recovery Institute

9

Murray/Calloway County's newest time,
temperature, weather and only official forecast
41111.41...m.abaksad.rir re' rerld.

753•1000
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4-H Spring Sewing
will start on Thursday
Sewing is one of my
daughters' favorite 4-H projects. They both have special
ladies that they work with
and have learned so much
more than even their mother
know s. 1 did not do the
sewing
project as
a 4-H
youth - my
loss.
I have
learned as
an adult
assisting
with the
project; but
Extension I still am
not cornNotes
fortable
By
army Harper teaching
my daughCalloway
County Agent tees by
for 4-H/Youth
myself:
therefore I
Development
am so
grateful for the 4-H program
and the opportunity for them
to learn with others.
Spring Sewing Orientation
will be Thursday at 5:30
p.m. at the Extension office
meeting room..in the first
year project youth make a
pair of shorts or a skirt. We
are asking each youth to
rscrui,t an adult that might
teach them to sew one-onone in their home at their
own rate.
We have wonderful Master
Clothing Volunteers IMCVs)
that will give the adult all
the necessary information so

that the youth will have a
project that meets the
requirements of the judges
come April. MCVs, will also
anstver any and all questions
as the youth and adults
work.
During this session, youth
will receive project guidelines and suggested patterns,
an overview of the program.
and sign up for Saturday
Sewing Sessions if needed.
If a youth does not have an
adult that can teach them to
sew, we will help find an
adult volunteer for them.
To register call Connie
,Talent at 753-9894 or e-mail
ctalentogwk.net. You may
also call the Extension office
at 753-1452.
"Sewing is such a wonderful skill for young people
to have. As a retired math
teacher, I've loved helping
youth make items that they
will -use. Math skills are
strengthened through sewing.
I have seen measurement and
special skills learned through
usipg a sewing machine and
puffing a garment or project
together," said Jo Farley,
Master Clothing Volunteer. 4,
Other Master Clothing
Volunteers are Connie Talent
and Ann Cash. These volunteers have received hours of
instruction and have obtained
expertise in clothing construction and in teaching others this valuable life „skill.

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

Representative
will be at center

Life House Care Center
requests workers Saturday

Anniversary

NOV&
140611, *

Jo's
Datebook

"

46S.

Thursday
Glory Bound will be and
the Sisters of Faith

will
The Peacemakers of Paducah
from
Thursday
on
ment
Entertain
Bound
Glory
at
featured
be
spun7 to 9 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This is
is
public
,Tctie
Church.
Methodist
United
'Goshen
red by
be
will
/
Lim
for'
invited and there is no charge. Items
e at 753-5643,
taken. For more information call Joe Law
Renee Taylor .at 753-8124 or Jill Alton at 7 -1592.

Mr. and Mrs. Rick V. Spann

ay
Clothes Closet open Thursd
will be

Rick V. and Lisa K. Spann of 1630 Harmon Rd., Murray,
will oelebrate their 25th anniversary on Sunday. Feb. 6.
A reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at New Providence
Church of Christ Annex.
All relatives and friends are invited.
The eouple was married Feb. 12, 1980. at New Providence
Church of Chfist. John Dale, officiated.
Mrs. Spann is the daughter of Darrell and Virginia Mathis.
She is employed at East Elementary School,
Mr. Spann is the son of Dillard Enoch Spann and Ramona
Mileham. He is employed at lAriggs" and Stratton. Murray.
Their four children are Stephanie. Shanna. Shaun and Samantha.

open ThursDexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet
day from 9 a.m. to noon at the church at Dexter. For information call Linda Young, coordinator, at 437-4896.

Thursday
Blood Drive today and today
and Thursday

from
Red Cross Blood Dive will be
of
floor
second
the
on
lounge
9 a.m. to 3 p.m..ile dance
Center.
Curris
ersity
•
U
State
Murray

Main Street plans open house
Main

A representative from the
Paducah office of Kentucky
Legal Aid will be at the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Center on Feb. 10 at
8:30 a.m.
The representative will provide legal services for senior
citizens needing assistance if
Nick Cansler and Slone
a prior appointment has been
Hutchison-Cansler of Parklane
made.
No fees will be charged to Drive, Murray, are the parents
individuals aged 60 and over of a son. Nicholas Cole Cansler.
in accordance with the Title bornperfturday. Jan. 22. 2005.
at 55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
III grant regulations.
Services are provided on a County Hospital.
The baby' weighed 8 pounds'
somewhat limited basis in civil
(non-criminal) law and public 9 ounces and measured 20
benefit cases for qualifying indi- inches.
Grandparents are Hal and
viduals and cases.
Any person who would like Sherron Hutchison of Greenville
to consult with a legal repre- and Gene and Debbie Cansler
Nicholas Cole Cansler
sentative, will need to call 753- .'-of Hopkinsv i Ile.
0929 and make an appointment with the director of the
Senior Citizens Center by noon
- Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Goertzen of Farmington are the paron Feb. 9, the day before the
ents of a son. Justin Carter Goertzen. bbrn on Sunday. Jan,
representative is scheduled to
23. 2005, at 8:35 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
be present.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 9 ounces and measured 20
If no appointments are made,
The mother is the former Tamara Giesbrecht.
inches.
then a legal representative will
nts are .Firmin and Agnes Giesbrecht of Lynn
Grandpare
not be available. Kentucky does
and Verla Goenzen of Pijot Oak.
C.K.
and
Grove
not certify legal specialities.

BirthAnnouncements

1

Congratulations to Brenda Brown
who won our jewelry lam week.
Our sale is still going on, 60-75% off
all fall and winter
Quote of the Week: 'The world is
round and the place which may seem
like the end may also be only the beginning.- Ivy Baker
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report
We have lots of great ideas for
Valentine's Day!

Ftwrvone Storr

"At SnawritinR

305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441

40.

Justin Carter Goertzen

Kiwanians hear Powell at meeting
Pat Powell, director of the eornes of Waldrop Drive and
Innovation and Commercializa- 121 Bypass.
Powell indicated that the cention Center, outlined the miswill specialize in technolter
memfor
sion of the center
bers of Murray Kiwanis Club ogy - companies - with high
meeting at Holmes Restaurant growth potential."We will identify those with potential for
on Thursday.
The center will be housed early success. Startup compain the Western RegiOnal Cen- nies do not have the collaterter for Emerging Technology, al to back up a loan. We will
now being constructed at the recruit private equity investtt;

Need the perfect place for all
your guests?

flk;

ment." Powell said. "The ICC
will match good ideas with
private capital."
"Aside from financial backing for a good idea, there will
be a need for managerial talent. and support structure which
might include attorneys, where
we are dealing with intellectual property. Part of the mission of ICC is to bring people together and to create a
climae where things can happen," Powell concluded.

We offer Wedding Group Rates
Suites for the Bride & Groom • Meeting Room Facilities
Book your moms today!

4
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The Economic Restructuring Committee of Murray
Street will host an open house on Friday from 4 to 6 p.m.
at 412 Main St.. the building formerly known as Wallis Drug.
"This open house will allow people to tour the building and
view the renovation in progress," said Deana Wright, manager of Murray Main Street. "We welcome the opportunity to
share our vision for the property with the public."

day
Shrine Club will meet Thurs
The Nile

will meet
Murray Shrine Club and Ladies of
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the club building, located on St. Rt.
121 North. A meal will be served prior to the meeting. All
members are encouraged to attend.

Ladies' Night at Westside

Ladies' Night will be tonight at 7 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church. A report from LifeHouse will be given. Ladies
are requested to bring 12 pieces of your favorite chocolate to
share.

Youth promotion will be Thursday Church

The Youth of -Russell's Chapel United Methodist
will have a rebate day at Captain D's on Thursday. Persons
are asked to place their receipts in the box marked for Russell's Chapel Youth.

Senior Citizens plan promotion

A rebate day at Captain D's for the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will be Friday, according to Rowena Emerson, AARP Chapter committee chairman for the Senior Citizens. Persons are asked to place their receipts in the box on
(4:
the counter marked for Senior Citizens.

Special Olympics meeting planned

Special Olympics will hold a track & field organizational
meeting Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway Public Library. This will be for anyone who wants to
train and compete at the Area 1 Track & Field Competition
April 23 at Calloway County High School. For more information call Mary Dee Boernker in the Special Olympics Kentucky Office at 1-800-633-7403.
•

Project Graduation meeting at CCHS

Calloway County High School Project Graduation meeting
will be Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in the school cafeteria. It is
very important that all senior parents attend. There are numerous ways to volunteer for this event. "All senior parents of
the 2005 graduation class are urged to help provide this safe,
unforgettable and fun filled graduation celebration," s nior
parent said.

AARP to offer free tax ateistance
AARP will offer free income tax assisface for senior ad Its
beginning Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Mu
Calloway Senior Citizens Center, located at 607 Poplar St.,
Murray. Each one should bring the current year's tax forms
and preparation booklet; copy of last year's tax return; W-2
forms; SSA-1099 for Social Security benefits; all other necessary forms. This will be for walk-ins only and no appointments may be made. This is a yearly service by the AARP
and will continue each Wednesday until April 13. For more
information call 753-0929.

A merillost
Inn
1210 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

'Senior Prom' will be Friday

By Jo Burkeen
Community
The Newman House Catholic Campus MinEditor
istry at Murray State University will host
"Senior Prom" on Friday from 5 to 8 p.m.
second
the
Catholic Church,
at Martin Mattingly Hall, just behind St. Leo
event is a social
The
Streets.
Payne
and
12th
North
corner of
and CalMurray
of
citizens
gathering/dance for the "senior"
several
and
provided,
be
will
nts
Refreshme
loway County.
dancing or
young ladies and gentlemen will be available for
call Bill
conversation. There is no admission. For information
753-3876.
at
Duffield

Nicholas
Cole
Cansler

This season jackets are a-must have
item. Think of the jacket as a confidence trick — a sleek authontive way
to help get your head together for anything from a big meeting to a hot date.
(her jeans. work pants. sexy skirts, or
dresses. it is easily the piece of clothing
you wear hardest and rely on most.
Turn up the collar, push up the
sleeves. belt it. add a scarf and a
brooch, you'll find your own way to
make it distinctive.
You can wear a brocade .jacket not
only for holiday and special occasions.
you can add pearls and wear it over
jeans for a fun fashion look.
Fitted short jackets are cute this season as well as the trench look jacket.
The tweed boucle is still a hot item for
spring. Ruffle blouses or tanks underneath look great with a full skirt or a
pencil skin. Try adding a fabric belt at
the waist with a brosith, it's a fabulous
way to Wear brooditit
We're-seeing lots of sltXnethis season
in all lengths. The full skirt that fits to
the hip and then fiats is very slendering on most everyone.
A tailored jacket in a military style is
smart and sophisticated. It can be
dressed up or paired with jeans.
Jeans and jean jackets mixed in with
_your dressier clothes is stylish and
extends your wardrobe.
Handbags art anything but dull this
season. Bnght colors, tcr pastels, chic
buckles. leather trim. beading - you
name it, they're on the handbags. Tie a
scarf on it and a brooch for added
pizazz to your ensemble.
We'll be seeing handbag charms that
you clip on the side and we should have
some in soon.
We'Ne received lots of new jewelry.
handbags, ponchos. and some French
Dressing jeans. capri's. and jackets in
pastel colors.
New arrivals daily! Ask about our
Foot Petals. they have new styles that
you can put on the bottom of your
shoes if the soles are slick. Foot petals
put inside your shoe add comfort and

Life House Care Center has issued a
request for workers on Saturday to come
to help get the new Life House building,
located at 602 Poplar St., ready for the
sheet rock. Work will begin at 8 a.m.
Carmeleta Norvell, executive director,
said, "Also to bring your favorite scripture, as we will be writing these on the
studs at Life House. Help us bathe this
new building in prayer."
For more information call 753-0700.

(270) 759-5910

'Divorce Recovery' group planned
•Food•Patty Suppoic,
••Tecor-' •
Valentine's Gifts For Ages 2 to 100!
115)S. 12tii St.(Across Iran Food Giant)

Bridal &
Gift Registry
Something bold. Something new. Something Marl.

Powell

SUBSCRIBE
Choose from hundreds of unique,
unexpected home furnishings you won't
find anywhere else. For something bold,
something new, and all totally you,
visit Murray's Pier 1 today.

A "Divorce Recovery" support group will start today at
5:15 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church. Main and 16th Streets,
Murray. The group will meet for 10 weeks each Wednesday
with the cost being $15 for the workbook. Dr. Lee Kern will
be the leader for the study of the resource group. "Rebuilding When Relationships End." All interested persons are invited. For childcare needs or questions, call the church at 7536460.

Pillimports.
120511 Chestnut St.• Murray, KY

America is a
tune,. it must be
sung together.
—Gerald Stanley Lee, Crowds

Engagement

State releases fall semester dean's list
According to records submitted by the registrar's office,
a total of 1,771 undergraduate
and post-baccalaureate students
at Murray State University have
attained recognition on the
dean's list. Students must
achieve a grade point average
ranging from 3.5 to a pertect
4.0 to be eligible for dean's
list status. This report only
applies to credits earned during the fall 2004 semester.
lablished in 1922, Murref Stat
ersity has become
known through the years as a
student-centered
university
where .he emphasis is on academic excellence. Home to
10,100 students, Murray State
is recognized nationally as a
leader for its achievement in
enrollment and graduation rates.
In addition, for 14 consecutive
years, U.S.News & World
Report has ranked MSU as one
of the top schools among public and private universities in
the nation.
The following individuals
from Calloway County, KY.
have achieved dean's list status for the fall 2004 semester.

Eagleston and Schultz

Photo provided

Michael Arneson, Bnttany Arnett
Jeanne Barnes, Danielle Barrett, Elizabeth Barrett, Candace
Barrow', Melissa Bazzell, Philip
Bazzell*, Ashley Benningfield,
Megan Black', Richard Blalock',
Paul
Bloom,
Christopher
Bradley', Serena Brittain, Todd
Broker, Chelsea Bullard', Jennifer Burch, William Burnett, Jessica Bybee, Chadwick Canerdy,
Holly Canter', Helen CamelI,
Constance
Carter, Samuel
Carter,
Sarah
Chapman',
Michael.Cherven, Pet Kong Chu,
Ryan Cobb', Whitni Cobb, Jeffrey Cohlmeyer*, Stephanie Colbert', Brent Cole, Tamyra Coleman, Craig Collins', Stacie
Collins, Jennifer Colson, Natalie Cooper, Casey Cornelison,
Joseph Crawford', Jason Cummings, Tiffany Cunningham,
Michael Dail', Elizabeth Dandeneau, Amanda Davis, Carla
Davis', Jacque Day, Jennifer
Dellinger, Ashley Dunn', Kelly
Dunnagan, Lenora Ehrsam, Kaci
Ellison, Lindsey Ellison', Jaime
Fairbanks, Heather
Farris,

Penner', Jeremy Phillips. Cheryl
Polichette, Megan Polk, Dana
Potts', Michael Pntcharcr • Br
he Pritchett', Kac,ey Puncelli',
John Rainboll', Sarah Rail, April
Ramsey', Sara Rashid', Chase
Redden, Ashley Reid, Brian
Robertson', Emily Robertson,
Rita Robinson, Meagan M.
Rogers, Meagan R. Rogers',
Ryan Rogers', April Rooker,
Wyndell
Maggie
Sanders,
Sasso, Robert Schumacher',
Cynthia Sharp, Shannon Shelby, Tiffany Shemwell, Mary
Shultz, Michael Siebold*, Regina Slaughter', Christopher
Smee, Joshua Smith, Justin
mith, Stephanie Spann, MelisStarks, Aubri Stroud. Angela
atzeir, Christina labors',
usan Tharpe, Emily Thomason,
Saidra Thompson, David Timmops, Terra Vance. Brittany
Vaaghn, Alissa Volp', Robert
Wade', Jason Walker, John
Wall, Heather Waters, Austin
Webb, Eric Werner, Horne West,
Yuliya West', Carta Westbrook,
Amanda Wilke, Jon Wilke',
Brandon
Williams', Carley
Williams, Charles Williams',
Michael Williams, Laura Winchester', Kimberly Wyatt', Sarah
Yeatts, Michael Young, Allyson
Zimmerman.

Stephanie Finch, Richard Futrell,
James Garrison, Justin Gibbs,
Jennifer
Gilbert',
James
Graves', Patnck Greer, Racheal
Grogan', Marteze Hammonds,
Jamie Harper, Marilyn Hams,
Neeley Hart, Ivy Hettenhouser',
John Hewlett. Sean Higgs, Lauren Hines, Matthew Hinton. Lacy
Hocking,
Justin
Holland',
Jonathan
Holzapfel, Linda
Howes, Veronica Hubbard,
Brandy Huynh', Ashley Iglesias, Brittany Jackson', Craig
Jacobs, Roxanne Jetton, Lindsay Johnson, Sarah Johnson,
Lyndsi Keel', Matthew Keel4>.
Jordan Kelleher', Matthew Kelleher, Kara Kelso, Zachary Kingins', 'John Kopperud, Marcia
Kraemer,
Stephen
Ladd`,
Tammy Lamb', William Lamb'.
Christina Lampkins, Kelley Lassiter', Lacey Latimer, April Lax',
Kristina Lee', Amber Lemonds".
Jennifer Lynn, Heather Macha,
Bethany Martin, Kassa McCallum', Kimberly McClure, Heather
McConnell, Chadwick McLaren,
Danielle McMillen'. Angela
Miller', Jamie Miller, Matthew
Morris, Beverly Munday. Calla
Murdock`, Tera Rica Murdock,
Carl Najclek*, Laura Nixon',
Brent Norsworthy, Jennifer Parrish-Lamb, Cassie Paschall',
Bethany Pate, Kristi Peery, Mark

MCCH Relay for Life teams

Brenda Michele Eagleston of Nicholasville, formerly of Murray, and Patrick William Schultz of Madison, Wis., ann,øwxce
Murray-Calloway County
their engagement and upcoming wedding.
Hospital Relay for Life teams
The vows will be said on Saturday, April 2, 2005, at Asbu
-and organizers were recently
' United Methodist Church, Madison, Wis.
recognized by the American
Ms. Eagleston is a preschool and special educatii
4i teacher Cancer Society for their conat Jessamine Early Learning Vi
Village, Wilmore, and
also a tribution to the 2004 Relay for
Christian Education student at Asbury Theological Seminary.
Life event in Calloway Coun-....a,Mr. Schultz is the Section Chief for the Desktop Support ty held April 30-May I.
Section of the Devartment of Administration with the state of
MCCH received the MidWisconsin. He is . also a divinity student at Asbury Theologi- South Dis,ision Multi-Team
cal Seminary seeking ordination as a United Methodist minis- Excellence Award from the
American Cancer Society.
t ter in the Wisconsin conference.
After their honeymoon. the couple will reside in Nicholasville. MCCH was recognized with this
"1
distinction based on the number of ,teams and money collected by an individual business for the Relay for Life in
Calloway County.
Also, the Outpatient Surgery
and 4th floor teams were recognized with the Bronze Award
for raising over $2,500 as an
individual te
MCCH haI seven teams who
collectively raised over $8,500.
Organizers for the MCCH Relay
for Life initiative were Melissa Lewis, Social Services, and
Sherry Fox, Home Care. The
teams and their captains are
as follows:
Child Care - Jennifer Fuqua
Rehabilitation Services Renee Miller
Long Term Care - JoAnna
Thomas

Emily A. Gaddie, standing left, guidance counselor at
North Elementary School, presented the book, "Aunt
Jessie's Magic Ketchup" by Wendy Lovett, illustrator,
and Sherry N. Purdom, author, to North's Library in
horror of Nancy B. Lovett. standing right, second grade
teacher at North for 30 years and. mother of Wendy
Lovett. Accepting the book was Margaret Cook, standing center, North principal. Seated are, from left, Will
Van Horn, son of Wendy Lovett and member of Karen
Crick's third grade class at North, W. Lovett and
Purdom.

Those with a perfect 4.0
scholastic average are noted
with an asterisk.
Amanda
Adams', Lacy
Alderdice', Maranda Allbntten,
Jason Allen', Ken Anderson',

LEXINGTON, Ky. — It's
time to start training to compete in the Bluegrass State
Winter Games in March.
Whether you like the mental challenge of chess or the
physical challenge of flag football, you can find something
to suit your style in the 12
sports that make up the winter games.
The amateur games, styled_
after the Olympics, will be
held on main weekends - March
11:13 and March 19-20. The
first Games - chess and shoot-.
ing - will be played early on
March 5.

Photo provIdE,

Pictured are team captains and organizers for the 2004 Relay for Life teams at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. MCCH was recently recognized with the Mid-South Division
Multi-Team Excellence Award for the 2004 Relay for Life held April 30-Mayi.
West View Nuising Home
- Darla Parrish
' Home Care - Debby Branam
and Sherry Fox
Outpatient Surgery and 4th

Floor (2 teams) - Brenda Hurt
Each year, MCCH is a corporate sponsor of the Calloway
County Relay for Life. In
2004, MCCH gave $3.000 as

a corporate sponsor. making
fundraising efforts at MCCH
over $11,000 for the Calloway
County Relay for Life.

"In March; there are two race.
bowling, chess, racquetball,
traditions in Kentucky - March
- All but four of the Games shooting and volleyball. March
Madness and basketball And will be played in Lexington. 2 is the deadline to register
the Bluegrass State Winter Other sites are Shepherdsville for flag football and. f
Games," said George Milligan, (archery). Richmond (chess), March 9 is the deadline for
executive director of the Games. Independence (disc golf) and disc golf, martial arts and the
"The basketball tournaments Morehead (shooting). Basket- 5-K road race.
are largely for spectators, but ball will be played in Danville
For registration information
the Bluegrass State Games are as well as Lexington.
and an application, go to the
for amateur athletes and include
Feb. 23 is the deadline to web site at www.bgsg.org. For
something for everyone."
register for most of the games, more information about games
Games to be played March including archery. basketball, call 1-8009-722-2474,
11-13 include archery, basketball (all divisions) , bowling,
fencing and racquetball. On
March 19-20, games are disc
golf, flag football, martial arts,
volleyball and the 5K road
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Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

— MAYFIELD

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

PADUCAH

March 4 & 5 Drop Off
Feb.18 & 19 Drop Off
March 8- 18. Gores- Lone Oak Rd.
Feb. 22 - 25* Shopping Plaza
* Murray clothing pick-up available *

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929
All items sorted at consignment - guaranteed

Money & clothin'readyfor pick up at end ofsale — no waiting!

Get a

MONEY NOW!
loan in minutes!
There's no need to wait!

HOME OF THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL!
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Great Daily Specials!
White Chili served v4/ Mexican cornbread
MONDAY
.Cajun rice & shrimp and tortilla soup
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY ........................Peel & eat shrimp and homemade gumbo
THURSDAY .....Jarnbalaya & homemade Mexican veg. soup vi/ chidcen
Crawfish etouffee & homemade beer cheese soup
FRIDAY
Shrimp creole & homemade beer cheese soup
SATURDAY.

• There's no faster way to get money at tax time
• Personalized, courteous customer service
• We find all the tax credits you're entitled to
• More refund & loan options than any-other tax prep company

For locations call 1-800-234-1040
Murray Wal-Mart- 809 North 12th Street • Murray Storefront - 302 North 12th Strut

RAL appecation and Form W-2 required Loans provided by Santa Barbara Sank trust°r IISBC Bank USA N.A
Sublect to quallkatton and $1 100 maximum loan atlieunt Money Now, flAT/ACN bank product tees and other
charges deducted from low proceeds. Most offices are independently owned and operated
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HEALTH
Viruses, grilling added
to cancer causer list

Restrictions eased for flu shots
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Locals honored among state's Outstanding Older Workers
FRAN KFOR1', Ky. — O'Dell
Keene, 67, senior project engineer
for
Spectrum
Communications and retiree of
BellSouth, was honored as
Kentucky's 2004 Outstanding
Older Worker, along with nominees from throughout the commonwealth by Gov. Ernie
Fletcher in the Capitol Rotunda
as part of the Experience Works
Prime Time Awards Program.
Experience
Works, the
nation's largest provider of
training and employment services for older workers, recognizes
outstanding older workers from
all 50 states, the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico each
year.
Local honorees receiving certificates from the governor
include Ella May Colister, 72.
and Carlos Elkins, 71, production operators with Briggs &
Stratton in Murray.
The Prime Time Awards
Program is the only national
program that, each year, honors
the contributions of working
seniors. Now in its seventh year,
the Prime Time Awards Program
seeks to remove barriers to
employment and lessen negative
stereotypes about older workers.
"My philosophy — never
quit, never stop, never sit down
unless it's to rest," says Keene.
"Do something with your time
— get out of the house.

Everyone has some talent or Experience Works. "Our Prime
skill they can offer."
Time Awards Program showcasBorn in Barbourville, Keene es the talents of our nation's senworked for the Harlan Daily/- iors and helps us demonstrate
Enterprise as a reporter from that ability is truly -ageless."
1956 until 1957, when he went
Other nominees were Carole
to work for Southern Bell Miller, 68, preschool teacher at
Telephone Company as a line- Clear Creek Baptist Bible
man in Pikeville. His career with College in Pineville; Herbert L
the telephone company spanned Lee, 87, security officer with
36 1/2 years and he rose through U.S. Security Limited in
the ranks to the position of out- Beattyville; Jean Gray, 71,
side plant engineer before retir- kindergarten aide at Warren
ing in 1994.
Elementary, Glenn E. Parks, 74,
Keene, who has been married market analysis researcher with
for 45 years to his high school Brantley Appraisal Company,
sweetheart Anna, has two chil- luelle Murphy, 80, activities
dren and three grandchildren, director with Bowling Green
and continues to work for Retirement Village, and Notris
BellSouth as a contract senior L. Thomas, 67, self employed
project engineer.
CPA, all from Bowling Green;
Keene, who served three Evelyn Reeves Montgomery,
years in the United States 86, self-employed income tax
Marine Corps where he was sta- preparer from Greensburg;
tioned in Guantanimo Bay,Cuba Samuel Underwood, 73, cancer
with the 2nd Battalion, 6th registrar for Taylor Regional
Marine Fleet Force, is a 32nd Hospital, Emma Lou Mings, 70,
degree Mason and volunteer for sales clerk for Lake Village
the Cumberland Gap National Furniture Mart, and Anita Berry,
Historical Park, where he con- 80, a private child care sitter, all
ducts tours of the old Hensley from
Campbellsville; and
settlement. Keene also does Shirley Faye Deckard, 70, clerk
water testing and aquatic sam- with Shaker Museum at South
pling for Operation PRIDE.
Union.
"As our population continues
Experience Works is a
to age, it is beeoming more national, non-profit organization
important than ever that busi- that provides training and
nesses look to older workers to employment services for mature
fill critical jobs," said Carole workers. Established in 1965 as
Kincaid, regional director of Green Thumb, and renamed
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gamblers bet more
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Casino trips and bingo nights
may offer retirees a chance for
excitement and socializing, but
gambling also can prompt elderly gamblers to wager more than
they can afford, According to a
study.
Problem gamblers who are
on fixed incomes often end up in
greater peril than younger people who have more years of
working to straighten out their
debts, said Dr. David Oslin, senior author of the study in the current edition of the American
Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry.
Of the 843 senior citizens
interviewed by researchers at
the University of Pennsylvania
and the Penn State College of
Medicine, nearly 70 percent said
they gambled at least once in the
past year.
Of that number, nearly 11
percent fit the researchers' criteria of "at-risk" gamblers —
reporting that they plunked
down more than $100 in a single
bet, gambled more than they
could afford to lose, or both.
"These seniors who are at
risk may not be ready for
Gamblers Anonymous, but
many of them don't have a lot of
money and spending on gambling could mean that they
won't have anything left to buy
medicines," Oslin said.
The researchers gave questionnaires to a random group of
patients, age 65 and older, at
several primary care clinics. The

most popular choices for,those
who specified a gambling preference were lotteries, playing on
gambling machines and gqing to
casinos.
The results suggest older
women are just as likely as Men
to gamble and develop gambling
problems. However, it also indicates that those defined as atrisk gamblers were more likely
to be minorities, binge drinkers,
or suffer from post-traumatic
stress disorder — and they may
be less likely to seek help.
"This is a good study because
it provides us with an important
signal that this is something we
need to be on the lookout for,"
said Dr. Dan Blazer, a professor
of
psychiatry
at
Duke
University, who was not
involved in the research.
Oslin said the study has some
limitations — only half of the
people who were randomly chosen agreed to participate in the
study, and the all the respondents
were
from
the
Philadelphia region, which is
close to Atlantic City, N.J.. and
may offer easier access to gambling opportunities than other
areas. But he believes the data is
solid.
Terry Elman, of the Council
of Compulsive Gambling of

Experience Works in 2002. the
organization reaches more than
125,000 mature individuals in

all 50 states and Puerto Rico
each year.
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New Jersey, said he suspects the
percentage of at-risk garriblers is
actually much higher.
"There's A shame factor and a
no-way-out factor with (elderly)
problem gamblers," he said.
"They don't really know what to
do. and they're too ashamed to
tell even their own kids that
there's a problem."
Oslin stressed that the
research doesn't mean seniors
should give up gambling if they
can do it responsibly.
"If it's an occasional event,
like taking a casino trip every
six months, that's one thing,"
Oslin said. -If it's a regular
activity in which people are
spending money that they really
can't afford to, that's something
else."

(ARA) - For the 35 million
seniors in America, winter may
pose many dangers. Icy sidewalks, cool, dry air, and the cold
and flu viruses pose risks to seniors who are susceptible to illness and accidents during this
time.
Seniors are more susceptible
to loss of body heat or hypothermia. To protect against the illnesses that can result, follow
these tips provided by Bankers
Life and Casualty Company and
the International Longevity
Center:
II When outdoors, remember
to dress warmly. Wear loose-fitting, layered, lightweight clothing. Mittens are warmer than
gloves because fingers generate
warmth when they touch each
other. Always wear a hat to protect against heat loss since about
30 to 50 percent of body heat
loss is through the head.
II Caulking or plastic sheets
can protect windows and keep
warm air in -- also helping to
minimize energy bills.
RI Keep your thermostat set to
at least 65 degrees to prevent
hypothermia. -Also, when the
temperature remains at 65. even
when you are- not at home, you
can help to prevent freezing
pipes by maintaining a high
enough temperature within your
walls.

M."Seniors' bodies aren't as
resilient as they once were. It's
far more important for a 70year-old woman to stay hydrated
than a 30-year-old woman," said
Robert Butler, M.D., president
and CEO, the' International
Longevity Center. "Fortun tely,
comftion-sense measu
such
as drinking enough-- ater and
minimizing strenuous activities
can help keep seniors safe in

especially because cold weather
puts an added strain on the heart.
If you go out to shovel snow, do
a few stretching exercises to
warm up your body. Also take
frequent breaks.
II Protect your skin with
heavier, more protective „creams
and lotions. In the winter the relative humidity inside drops to
below.60 percent causing skin to ,
lose moisture. This can cause

wid.witner Months."
liMake sure smoke and carbon monoxide (CO) detectors

the dryness_ and itching .that
bothers many.
Make sure that you still drink
at least six to eight glasses )1

work. CO is a potentially dangerous gas emitted by fuel-burning heaters • and appliances.
Seniors' bodies can't eliminate
CO as quickly as younger
adults.
•Outdoor winter tasks such
as shoveling snow take more
energy than many seniors think,
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SUPERSTORE
4030 Cairo Road • Paducah. KY 42001
1-24- Exit 3 Go East 1 mile On 305

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT AND SMALIWARES FOR:
"Restaurants
*Nursing Homes
"Bakeries
Hours: Ist-F 9-5; Sat. 9-2
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Toll Free 866-441-7489• Fax 270-441-7490
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Health care professionals'demonstrate
and maintain equipment in your home.

The following list of dependable
equipment is delivered and set up
by trained personnel:
3=Position Recliner, Alternating
Pressure Pump, Bedside
Commodes in all sizes, Hospital
Bed, Overbed Table, Patient Lift.
Traction and Trapeze bar.

,41 Farm Iy.
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HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-470

*Churches
'Bars
*Delis

"Come Home To Stone's,"
'
13
To Home Town People
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"Schools
"Residential
"Cony. Stores

Durable Medical Equipment
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lonaHNotiR Day Celebration - Feb. 3 at 1:30 p.m
hen

liquid a day, especially in d
cold weather, to avoid dehydration. Drinking plenty of water
can also help prevent dry skin
problems.
"Nurturing your body is the
first step.- adds Dr. Butler.

"Pa?keah
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT

Patient Room Equipment

Home
Auto
Form
IRA'c
Nursing

Experience Works and its programs can be found at
www.experienceworks.org.

Winter prompts warnings for seniors

Gambling seniors

SOURCE Arraconx.ano a
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Pictured from left are O'Dell Keene, 67, senior project engineer for Spectrum
Communications in Middlesboro; Glenn E. Parks, 74, market analysts researcher for
Brantley Appraisal Company in Bowling Green; Gov. Ernie Fletcher: Carol Miller, 65,
preschool teacher for Clear Creek Baptist Bible College in Pineville; Inell Murphy. 50,
activities director for Bowling Green Retirement Village; Ella May Colister, 72, production operator for Briggs & Stratton Corp. in Murray; Samuel Underwood, 73, cancer registrar for Taylor Regional Hospital, Campbellsville; and Jean Gray, 71, kindergarten aide
with Warren Elementary in Bowling Green.

w/ guest Anne Kale, EllIi Eli, Palkoth

Mary Kay Facials- Feb. 10 at 11 a.m. Cb
a/ Kathy Stook mosuitont
Valentine's Day Party - Feb. 14 at 2 p.m. Us!
Library Lovers Month - Feb. 15 at 10 a.m.
ir/ pent speaker from the Public library
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Quality durable medical equipment
such as wheelchairs, beds and walkers
as prescribed by your physician
Our respiratory dept. has on staff
a respiratory therapist to support our
patient needs with c-pap, bi-pap.
concentrators-nebulizers.

WE BILL FOR YOU! MEDICARE • WORKMAN'S COMP
MAJOR MEDICAL SUPPLEMENTAL INSURANCE

1-800-745-0732
(270) 247-3232 or (270) 247-4189 • After Hours:(270) 247-4698
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Phil's future includes more winter weather

1111.111111ro....
Roo. t.
h. 1

Pa.
PUNXSUTAWNEY,
(AP) — Puniatawney Phil has
spoken, and the news isn't good.
The world's most famous
furry forecaster saw his shadow
today on Gobbler's Knob, suggesting another six weeks of
wintry weather.
The chubby critter delivered
the prediction after he was
pulled from his burrow in an oak
stump at 7:31 a.m. by a top-hatted handler, and his prediction
was greeted by boos from the
thousands in attendance.
"He's only the messenger!"
one of the members of the
Punxsutawney Groundhog Club
— the volunteer group in charge
of Phil and the town's
Groundhog Day festivities —
reminded the crowd braving the
id weather.
711kin the years since The
Punxsutawney Spirit first carried word of the groundhog's
failing to see its shadow in 1886,
this town of 7,500 people about
65 miles northeast of Pittsburgh
has been dubbed the "Weather
Capital of the World."
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ey Phil the weather
Handler Bill Deeley holds Punxsutawn
Groundhog Club
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predicting groundhog as Punxsutawn
r looks at the
Coope
m
Inner Circle Presdident Willia
mation that
procla
the
of
g
readin
groundhog before the
saw his
Phil
after
winter
of
weeks
there would be six more
shadow in Puxsutawney, Pa. today.
Whether Phil sees his shadow
The tradition stems from the
the point, however.
Christian holiday of Candlemas, is beside
of the event and the
zers
Organi
thiberna
and the belief that if a
s and craft fair
concert
ing animal sees its shadow, win- festivals,
is all about
Day
hog
Ground
say
If
ter will last another six weeks.
a chance to shake
and
—
fun
the
will
spring
,
shadow
no
there's
winter's chilly cloak.
come early.
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MSU Alumni Association, US
Bank in credit card partnership
Murray State University
Alumni Association has partnered with US Bank in a new
affinity credit card partnership
that will gamer over $1 million
dollars for the MSUAA over the
next seven years.
MSU alumni, friends and
employees now have the access
to a variety of credit cards
offered through this US Bank
partnership, which has also
stepped forward in a large financial support as a key corporate
partner.
Andy Graham. US Bank
market president, said this new
Murray State University creiht
card offers alumni and emp14ees an opportunity to support the
university's programs and initiatives. By using the .card. the
extended Murray community
can show off its Racer pride and
at the same time benefit alumni
association programs and the

university."
Graham said the Visa
Platinum Card, with no annual
fee, and the Cash Rewards Visa
Platinum, that earns up to one
percent cash back on everyday
purchases, are the other two
types of credit cards Offered.
Darvin Towery, MSUAA
president, said this new agreement is $650,000 above other
offers which were negotiated by
Jim Carter, MSUAA executive
director and MSU vice president
of institutional advancement.
Towery said , Lk_junceeds
from the prelgous agreement
with MBNA have assisted in the
construction of MSU's new
Alumni Center.
The new cards are available
through any local US Bank
office, or through MSU's alumni
at
website
friends
and
www.murraystate.eduhalu/alum
nihome.htm.
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Fisher confirms retirement
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Long-time Murray High head
football coach Rick Fisher confirmed late Tuesday that he has
decided to step down from his post
at the end of the current school year.
Fisher announced his decision to
MHS football players and fans during the Tigers' annual season-ending
banquet Monday night, saying the
timing was right for a change of
leadership in the program.
"I feel like I've' been doing this
long enough," Fisher said during a
telephone interview from his home
last night. "Now, it's time to step
aside and let somebody else have it."

Fisher, who will turn 55 in April, record, a state runner-up tinish in the district's football program in s arknew throughout the Tigers' 9-3 1994 and two First Region champi- ious capacities for most of the last 10
campaign last fall that the 2004 sea- onships(1994 and 1997). The Tigers years.
son would be his last on the MHS finished with nine wins or more in
But it was before the 1990 season
sidelines.
when Fisher got the call to revive the
nine of those 15 seasons.
"I kind of knew that I wanted to
Murray's last regional champi- Tigers' struggling varsity program.
do this last year, but being able to onship came at the expense of long"The program had really dropped
retire this year was really the key for time nemesis Mayfield, which fell 7- off, and they were looking for someme," Fisher noted. "This year has 0 at War Memorial Stadium in
been a really fun year for me. .
November of 1997. That season, the •See FISHER Page 26
"I just really wanted to savor the Tigers came within one game of
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger file phol,,
moment and enjoy it. It was very, reaching their second Class A state
In
15
seasons as the Murray
very difficult knowing that every title game under Fisher.
time I stepped on the field would be
A former Ohio Valley Conference High head coach, Rick Fisher
one of my last times. But I had a lot Player of the Year (1971) as a tail- led the Tigers to a 129-54
of fun with it."
back at Murray State, Fisher began record, a Class A state runnerIn 15 years at the MHS helm, his coaching career in the Murray up finish in 1994 and two First
Fisher led the Tigers to a 129-54 Independent School system, serving Region championships.

— Cards,
Bearcats
become
balancing
acts

Big 2nd half
lifts !Akers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
A stout defensive effort
09 12 02 10— 33
keyed a 14-2 third-quarter run Fulton Co
12 12 14 19 — 57
for the Calloway County Lakers, Calloway
Fulton Co.(11-7): McClain 20, Tucker 6,
who sailed to their 19th win of Wilson 4, Roberson 2, Gaston 1, FG: 12
the season Tuesday night with a 3-pt FG: 0. FT: 9-11 Fouls: 8.
57-33 triumph over visiting Calloway (19-1): Tindell 21, Adams 8.
Futrell 8, Bumpus 7. Welter 6. Hargrove
Fulton County.
4, Gnndstead 2, Lockhart 1. FG: 25. 3-pt
The Lakers (19-1) were near- FG: 4 (Burnous. Futrell. Tindell, Welter)
ly treading water after a stiff FT; 3-9 Fouls: 11
first-half challenge from Jeffrey Adams to take its slim edge into
McClain and the quick and ath- the locker room.
letic Pilots (11-7), who refused
The Lakers' porous defensive
..to- go quietly against the state's effort in the first half drew the
ninth-ranked team.
ire of Birdsong.
But, clinging to just a 24-21
"I told our guys at halftime
hatitime
lead,
Calloway that I got tired of seeing
racheted up the defensive pres- McClain get his hands on the
sure early in the second half, ball every time he went into the
holding Fulton County to just lane," the CCHS coach said. "I
one field goal in the third period think they were in a gear ahead
and only two for the second half. of us early on. We were stuCk in
"We can't play much better first gear, and they were in third.
defensively than we did in the But we made our adjustments,
second half,- Said CCHS head and 1 think we did a good job of
coach Terry Birdsong, who was not panicking.recognized for his 100th win as
calotbixjhrottled the
the Lakers' coach heTore the offensive. engine in the tiutçl
game."They were*re"Aly hurting quarter, allowing just one Fulton
us in the paint in the first half, County field goal
a McClain
but we made some adjustments jumper with 6:59 left — while
at halftime and just really dug effectively put the game in the
our heels in in the second half." win column.
McClain, a 6-foot-4 sophoTmdell, who scored a gamemore, scored 13 of his team- high 21 points, led the Lakers'
high 20 points in the 'first half, offensive charge in the period
including all nine of the Pilots' with eight points, one assist and
points' in the first quarter, as one steal. Brett Welter's steal
Fulton County trailed just 12-9 and layup ended the barrage as
at the end of the opening stanza. CCHS led 38-23 at the end of
The Pilots actually pulled in three quarters.
front (19-18) at the two-minute
The fourth quarter was mostmark of the second period on a ly garbage time, as the Lakers
running one-hander in the lane — using mostly their bench —
by freshman guard Trae'von built as much as a 25-point
Tucker. But Calloway rebound- advantage before closing out the
ed with buckets by Jeremi victory.
Bumpus, Trey Tindell and Wes

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
When
Louisville
played
Cincinnati last month, the
Bearcats shut down Francisco
Garcia, but Taquan Dean scored
25 in the,Cardinals'69-66 win.
Last week. Marquette geared
its defense toward stopping
Darcia and Dean and Larry
• 0'Biliith011 scored 30 in
Louisville's 99-52 victory.
Garcia
scored
20 in
Saturday's 105-69 win over
Tulane, but five other Cardinals
also reached double figures.
Garcia is still the focus of
opposing defenses, but the
ninth-ranked Cardinals (18-3, 61 Conference USA) are now
much more than a one-man
show heading into Wednesday's
showdown with No. 18
Cincinnati
(17-3.
6-1
Conference USA).
"They've got a lot of people
that can contribute a lot of different things." said Cincinnati
forward Eric Hicks.
Five different Cardinals have
led theicam in scoring in the last
seveh games, all victories, and
all five starters are averaging
double figures.
"It makes you tougher to
defend," Pitino said. "We're so
offensively, that
balanced
although Francisco gets all the
heat, everyone else derives the
SCOTT NANNEY+Ledger & Times photo
Calloway County's Jeremi Bumpus (21) has his shot from the baseline rejected by benefits of that heat."
The Bearcats are balanced.
Fulton County's Jeffery McClain (32) during Tuesday's First Region action at Jeffrey
Gymnasium. McClain led the Pilots with 20 points, but a big third quarter propeled the too. Six Bearcats have topped 20
points at least once this season
Lakers to a 57-33 victory.
and four starters are averaging
double figures. Sharp-shooting
guard Nick Williams is averaging only 8.1 points per game,but
scored 18 on six 3-pointers
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.(AP) security plan Tuesday.
the bottom of the ships, plus Ahlerich said.
against Louisville on Jan. 25.
- A river runs through it — and
Security also has become
"We are very pleased with keeping other boats a safe dis"Offensively, that's been our
increasingly seamless. Ahlerich success, that it's not just one or
that's a security problem for this what we have seen here," tance away.
city's first Super Bowl.
Also, more than -50 agencies believes Sunday's game in the two guys," said Cincinnati
Ahlerich said. "We have comFrom jet skis to cruise ships, plete confidence our fans, our -7. some federal,'some state and river town will continue the coach Bob Huggins.
watercraft reg- teams, our employees will • ke some local — combined to trend.
Pitino said the key to
"We've had chances to Louisville's
ularly ply the safe — not just at the game'but develop, install and carry out the
well-distributed
improve every year, and we scoring is keeping the ball and
Johns at the many other events."
security plan.
St.
River, a federAlthough
Ahlerich
and
"It's like at the Pro Bowl, have," Ahlerichd
the team on the move.
But Ahlerkk said the
al waterway Jacksonville
Sheriff John where 'you have everybody
"We run a motion offense
that runs right alongside Alltel Rutherford said the three- wearing different helmets but enhancements d t _imply a where everyone handles the hall
Stadium.
pronged approach to Super playing on the same team," lessened focus on seeurity, even and takes advantage of certain
All boats must be checked Bowl security — via land, air Rutherford said. "We have guys though the NFL and police weaknesses the other team has
and rechecked. Ships carrying and sea — was the first of its wearing 53 different badges all declined to give specifics about presented." Pitino said.
visitors by the thousands are kind, they also said it was mere- pulling together for the same anything more than the checkNone of that worked early
points fans must walk through against the Bearcats oh Jan. 25.
monitored around the clock. ly an additional part of a detailed cause.Aside from the river aspect, before the game.
And Coast Guard divers have to security plan.
The Cardinals shot 27 percent in
Ahlerich advised fans to the opening half and were lucky
search the river on a regular
Jet skis are being banned on security for the Super Bowl will
basis.
the river, largely because of the be rather routine for sports' arrive early, travel light and be to trail only 35-23 at the break.
NFL vice president for secu- cruise ships. Only certain pri- biggest event — officials have patient. They will be searched
rity Milt Ahlerich called ,the vate boats, whose owners won refined the process every year and scanned with X-ray
Louisville vs Cincinnati
river "a unique aspect of this permits in a lottery, are allowed since the terrorist attacks of machines before being allowed
I
I ••
Tasoft: 79 m CST
into the stadium — methods
Super Bowl," but he also down- on the river. And Coast Guard 2001.
Site:
Freedom
"We get better each time." unheard of years ago.
played the impact it had on the divers are regularly inspecting
Hal Louisville, Ky

Masthay River poses Super Bowl security issues
lifts Tigers
to OT win
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
EDDYVILLE, Ky. — Tim
Masthay scored a game-high
24 points as the Murray High
Tigers rallied for a 63-60
overtime victory over Lyon
County Tuesday night.
Murray (7-11) trailed 4337 at the start of the fourth
quarter, but Masthay _helped
the Tigers draw even at the
end of regulation by scoring
12 of his points in the final
period.
The Tigers actually held a
four-point lead during the
quarter, but Lyon's Pete
Travis nailed a 3-pointer at
the buzzer tO second the game
to an extra session. Led by
four points from Masthay,
MHS outscored Lyon County
8-5 in OT to earn the win.
Hugh Rollins followed
Masthay in the Murray order
with 17 points. The Tigers
shot 21-of-45 from the floor,
including 4-of-12 from 3point range. MHS was I7-of21 from the free throw line.
Logan Akridge paced
Lyon County with 19 points,
while Travis tossed in 13. The
Lyons hit 23-of-56 shots from
the field, including 5-of-13
from beyond the air. Lyon
was 9-of-16 from the charity
stripe.

Report: Smith to retire from NFL

AP

Emmitt Smith Is expected
to announce his retirement
from the NFL during a news
conference Thursday.

JACKSONVILLE,Fla.(Al') — Emtnitt Smith, Telegram also reported Tuesday that Smith would
the NFL's all-time rushing leader and a three-time retire. ESPN.com cited "confidants" of the star
Super Bowl winner with the Dallas Cowboys, was running back that it did not identify; both newspaexpected to announce his retirement Thursday, pers cited unidentified sources.
according to media reports.
An eight-time Pro Bowler and the league's
Smith, a free agent who played the last two sea- most valuable Player in 1993. Smith holds the
sons with the Arizona Cardinals, will make the career rushing touchdown record with 115. He has
announcement three days before the Super Bowl 18,355 yards 164 TDs overall.
in lieksonville, Fla., according to the reports
Smith played 13 years in Dallas, where he won
Tuesday.
three Super Bowls. He said Monday that he wantThe 35-year-old running back, who holds the
Cowboys.
NFL records for most rushing yards and most ed to retire as a member of the
Reliable and durable despite carrying a heavy
rushing touchdowns, was as elusive about his
plans as he was on the fielthDid you see my year load year after year. Smith broke Walter Payton's
last year? Do you think I'm ready to retire?" h* rushing record with the Cowboys in 2002 but
told The Dallas Momint-tiews for a story posted signed with Arizona the next season as an unrestricted fret agent. His first year with the
Tuesday on its Web site.
ESPN.com and the Fort Worth (Texas) Star- Cardinals in 2003 proved frustrating.

•

record:
Series
Louisviee leads 48Last meeting: Louisville 69. Cinching§
66 Jan 15, 2005, En Cincinnati.
Coaches: Bob Huggins(391-122, 18Ih
season. 559-194. 24th season overall).
Croconnatt'Rick Pitino (82-33. tour"'
season. 434-157. 19th season overall),
Louisville
RedlorTelevision: ESPN with 84nt
Musburger. Steve Lavin and Erin
Andrews. University of Louisville Radio
Nehvoik, with Path ROWS and 13ob
Vatvano
Probable starting lineups:
Cincinnati (17-3, 9-1): F--ifirrifs
White, 103 ppg. 4-8 fp% F-Enc Hicks.
13 W9, 88 rPg. F-Jason Maxie& 15.1
ppg, 8 'pg. G-Nack Williams. 8.1 ppg,
22 rpg: G-Jihad Muhammad. 10.6
P09, 3 3 rID9
Louisville (111-3, 11-1): F-Juan
Palecios. 109 ppg. 66 rpg. FFrancisCO Game. 168 ppg. 5 'pg. FElla
10 1 ppg, 9.4 'pg. 0Taguen Dean. 14.3 ppg, 3.8 rug Glenn/ 0113annon. 14.6 ppg, 31 Tog
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No. I Illinois
still unbeaten

•

EAST LANSING, Mich. like that a year ago, but now he
(AP) — Michigan State coach likes it, too.
"Our kids have a great comTom Izzo knows what it takes to
petitive spirit. They have a huge
win a national championship.
After watching No. 1 Illinois will to win."
The only other unbeaten team
roll past his 12th-ranked team
in
Division I, No. 5 Boston
to
night
Tuesday
81:68 on
remain undefeated, Izzo thinks ,College kept pace with a 62-50
victory over West Virginia on
the Illini could win it all.
"They have the ingredients to Tuesday. In the only other game
win a national championship." involving a ranked team,
said Izzo, who led the Spartans Clemson beat No. 22 Maryland
88-73.
to the title five years ago.
Luther Head scored 22 points
The Illini (22-0, 8-0 Big Ten)
want to win it all, but insist to lead Illinois, which handed
they're not thinking about' that -Michiattn_Atate 4-4, 5-2) its
right now or even about going l2çh straight loss gainst a
into the NCAA tournament next ranked pponent, dati to the
regional flnas of the
month without a loss.
nt.
On
NCAA tourn
focused
are
they
Instead,
"It's a kille ," said Alan
playing well in every game. scored 14
"We've got to play at a spe- Anderson, wh
cial level every night, or we're points. "This lcally, really
going to lose. We know that," hurts."
mc on
Illinois put on a
said Dee Brown, who scored 18
points. "We know that, but I offense, with great spacing,
don't think the pressure i.really unselfish passing and fabulous
on us because there are people shooting.
"The open man takes the
w ho say we're going to lose.
They can't wait to say, 'I told open shot," Head said. -That's
what we live by."
ou so!"
The Illini made 13 of 24 3Illinois' next game is against
and during a I2-minute
pointers
Its
home.
at
Indiana on Sunday
remaining road games are at span in the second half, they
Michigan. Penn State and Iowa made 12 shots in a row.
On the other end of the court,
home dates against
kk ith
Illini wouldn't let Michigan
the
Wisconsin, Northwestern and
Purdue before playing in the Big State get much done because
they seemed to have their bodTen tournament._
In each game, the nation will ies. arms or hands in every passhe watching the Illini to see if ing lane. The Spartans had 13
anybody can heat them, and turnovers, one was unforced.
"We disrupted some of their
Illinois coach Bruce Weber said
Weber said.
stuff,"
the
for
ready
his players are
Michigan State's Paul Davis
scrutiny.
"They like the limelight. and Shannon Brown each scored
They kind crave it," Weber said. 12 points while Maurice Ager
"Some of it is Dee's personality and reserve Kelvin Torbert both
that rubs off on the rest of them. had 10.
Illinois led by 17 midway
I don't think Luther (Head) was
through the second half and was
ahead 73-58 with 6:37 to go
before the Spartans rallied to
avoid a rout.
They pulled within seven
twice, but the second time,
Brown ended their comeback
hopes with a three-point play on
a driving layup that left him
TV, radio
crumpled up against the basket
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
support with 1:56 left.
ESPN — Cincinnati at Louisville
"At the end, we had a
7 p.m.
at
Hall
Izzo said. "But we just
Salon
chance,"
ESPN CLASSIC —
Georgetown
kind ofpanicked."
ESpl‘42 — Texas A&M at Oklahoma
The Illini are the nation's top8 p.m.
ranked team for a ninth straight
ESPN — Duke at Wake Forest
NBA
week — the longest stretch for
9 p.m.
team since 1998-99.
any
ESPN2 — Denver at Portland
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NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
Bill Cowan, right,
director
s
Calloway County athletic
Terry Birdsong
coach
ll
basketba
Laker
presents"
celebrate his
to
ll
basketba
e
orativ
commem
a
with
100th victory as the CCHS coach before Tuesday's
contest against Fulton County.
SCOTT

elichick, Reid:
Same coach in
different guises
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.(AP) on the sideline. 13In he wanted to
— Andy Reid and Bill Belichick leave a declining team in San
have almost nothing in common. Francisco because he wanted to
And yet Andy Reid and Bill win, which is what the Eagles
Belichick have almost every- do: 56-25 in the last five sea•
sons.
thing in common.
In one way, Owens' injury
When Reid's Eagles and
Belichick's Patriots meet in demonstrates the team concept
•
Sunday's Super Bowl, the simi- preached by both coaches.
larities will be much more
The Eagles won both their
important: Both teams--mt as . playoff games Without Owens,
well constructed.. *Jul well and the Patriots went the second-meshed as possible in an et
half of the season without their
whenfree agency and the salary starting cornerbacks, using
cap force annual changes.
undrafted rookie Randall Gay
It's all in the team philoso- and second-year man Asante
phy, a concept easily 'preached, Samuel as starters and wide
less easily followed.
receiver Troy Brown as nickel
"We understand that no one back. Belichick was rewarded
guy on the team is bigger than for his faith when Brown had
anyone else." Corey Simon of. three interceptions.
the Eagles said this week, a couAgain, the team approach
ple of hours before New working in New Englahd — and
England's Deion Branch said: Philadelphia.
"No one cares about individual
"T.O. is apiece of the puzzle,
glory. We're a team, not a colthe entire puzzle," Simon
not
lection 6f individuals."
said.
That applies even to players
That stars can be interwho don't fit the mold, like
le parts isn't an accichangeab
Corey Dillon of the Patriots, a
these teams.
with
dent
malcontent in Cincinnati who
who caught 281 passBrown,
and
England,
New
ih
thrived
has
2000-2002, was
between
es
the Eagles'. Terrell Owens, who
defensive back in
at
out
working
will
he
declared
on Tuesday
play Sunday after being out 'training camp in preparation for
since Dec. 19 with a severe the very kind of emergency in
the secondary that developed.
ankle injury.
Yes, Owens is a showboat Reid acknowledges he wouldn't
who calls attention to himself hesitate to use a star out of posieven when he's only prancing tion.

TUeeciey's Scores
Boys:
Anderson Co 69, Henry Co. 44
Barren Co. 76, Green Co. 45
Beechwood 64, Dayton 43
Bellevue 83, Heritage Academy 58
Betsy Layne 64, Magolfin Co. 62
Bracken Co 58. Nicholas Co. 37
Breckenndge Co. 59 Grayson Co 47
Calloway Co. 57, Fulton Go. 33
Cawood 87, Harlan 61
Conner 73. Simon Kenton 61
Cov Catholic 71, Campbell Co 47
Coy Holy Cross 68, Boone Co 65
Daviess Co 68, Butler Co 56
Eminence 51, Owen Co 48
Evansville Mater Del, Ind., 48. Apollo 31
Frederick Fraize 76, Lou. Collegiate 71

Providence 83, Trigg Co. 89
Pulaski Co. 2, Wayne Co. 0 forted
Pulaski Co. 75, Jackson City 50
Red Bird 64, Piniwille 62
Rockcastle Co. 90, Oneida 13spbst 60
Rowan Co. 80, Boyd Do. 54
Russell Co. 47, Monticello 39
Russellville 70, Greenwood 47
R14* 57, St. Henry 52
Shelby Co. 72, Buell Central 46
Shelby Valley 70, Psintsville 47
Slyer Grove 71, Vila Madonna 84
South Laurel 104, Pulaski Southwestern

OT
Garrard Co 87, Burgin 56
George Rogers Clark 68. Estill Co 51
Glasgow 64, Ecknonson Co. 51
Graves Co. 54. Hickman Co 28
Harrison Co. 57. Parts 48
Hart Co. 83, Warren East 52
Holmes 60, Newport 55
Hopkins Co Central 78, DaWiSon
Spnngs 50
John Hardin 92. Ft Knox 63
Johnson Central 70, Lawrence Co. 66
June Buchanan 72, Fleming-Neon 45
Knott Co. Central 69. Letcher 66
Lee Co 54, Buckhom 50
Lex Catholic 79. Lincoln Co. 43
Lex Paul Dunbar 61, Woodford Co 48
Lex Sayre 78. Harrodsburg 72
Lex_ Tales Creek 60, Madison Central 49
Lloyd Memorial 74. Scott 69
Lone Oak 90, Livingston Central 77
Lou Ballard 83, Lou. DuPont Manual 66
Lou_ Butler 70. Lou. Shawnee 62
Lou. DeSales 71, Lou Valley 44
Lou Doss 65. Lou. Southern 47
Lou Fain:tale 59. Lou. Iroquois 55
Lou Fern Creek 51, Lou St Xavier 44
Lou Taney 57. Lou Jeffersontown 53
Lou. Waggener 74, Lou Atherton 56
69.
Hopkins
Madisonville-North
Evansville North. Ind . 60
44
Co
Marshall Co 82. Carlisle
Mason Co. 60, Fleming Co 54
Mayfield 55. Fulton City 45
Meade Co 58. Central Hardin 53
Menifee Co. 70, Wolfe Co 69
Middlesboro 87, Everts 78
Monroe Co 66. Cumberland Co 50
Montgomery Co. 74, Bourbon Co 59
Muhlenberg North 91. McLean Co 26
Muhlenberg South 84. Whrtesville nrty
39
Murray 63. Lyg Co 60 OT
Norm Bulky 49. Bethlehem 45
North Laurel 71. Corbin 60
North Oldham 68, Trimble Co. 52
Paducah Tilghman 74. Flak:hand 49
Paul Blazer 63, East Carter 38
Pendleton Co 69, Grant Co 59
Pike Co. Central 61, Mt. Mission, Va 58
Powell Co. 52. Model 38

48
St Mary 72, Ballard Memorial 47
Taylor Co. 60, Adair Go 38
Todd Co Central 54, Caldwell Co. 62
Union Co. 71, Cnttenden Co. 34
Walton-Verona 77, Gailabn Co. 61
West Jessamine 57, Lex. Christian 47
Western Hilts rt, Williamstown 813.
Girls:
Allen Co -Scottsville 43, Metcalfe Co
Barbourville 51. Williamsburg 49
Bowling Green 56, Logan Co. 49
Bullet Central 57, Bardstown 49
Bullet East 61, LaRue Co. 48
Calvary Christian 67, Ludlow 49
Central Hardin 69, Meade Co. 46
East Jessamine 58, Burgin 53
Franklin-Simpson 51, Russellville 34
George Rogers Clark 45, Estill Co 19
Glasgow 53, Echnonson Co 41
Greenup Co. 47, Fairview 30
Hart Co_ 82. Warren East 76
Hopkins Co Central 68, Dawson
Spnngs 56
John Hardin 60. Ft Knox 48
Lex. Catholic 89, Lou. Sacred Heart 50
Lou. Assumption 58, New Albany, Ind ,
53
Lou. Ballard 42, Lou. DuPont Manual 37
Lou. Butler 64, Lou. Shawnee 45
Lou. Central 81, Lou. Western 21
Lou. Doss 39, Lou. Southern 33
Lou. Eastern 57, Lou Moore 43
Lou. Mercy 80. Lex Henry Clay 59
Lou. Pleasure Ridge Park 45. Lou
Seneca 33
Lou St Francis 46. Lou Portland
Christian 24
Marshall Co 74, Carlisle Co 26
Mayheid 63, Fulton City 29
Middlesboro 69, Jackson Co 47
Monroe Co 75. Cumberland Co. 39
Montgomery Co 71, Bourbon Co. 34
Oneida Baptist 58. Buckhom 46
Paducah Tilghman 66. Reiciland 24
Pineville 48. Red Bird 23
Rose Hill Christian 50, East Carter 48
Shelby Co. 60.. Nelson Co 49
St. Mary 63, Ballard Memorial 47
Tngg Co. 62, Providence 24
Tnmble Co. 75, Gallatin Co 37
Union Co 38, Crittenden Co. 26
Washington Co. 57, Taylor Co. 43
West Jessamine 55, Garrar0 Co 53

Fulmer reaches $2 millionhas

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Tennessee's Phillip Fulmer
joined an elite group of college football coaches making $2 million
a year.
increased from nearly $1.8 million to
Fulmer's total contract
by one year to 2011, universiextended
annually
million
$2.05
ty officials announc s uesday.
Fulmer, 54, took •ver as head coach at the end of the 1992 season and has the longest tenure among current Southeastern
Conference coaches and a record of 123-31. His Volunteers finished
the 2004 season 10.-3 after beating Texas A&M in the Cotton Bowl.
"I can honestly say that I have the best job in America, serving as
an ambassador for the state and university that mean so much to
me," Fulmer said in a statement.
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one to rebuild it,- recalled
Fisher. "I think we went 4-5 that
first year, and then we went 7-5
in our second year.
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"It wasn't a situation where it
was done overnight. It took a little while to build this thing back
up, and it took a lot of good people to do it. I owe a lot to a lot of
people for helping me get things
turned around here."
In addition to the Tigers' onfield accomplishments, Fisher
has also had a profound effect
on his players' futures.
Twenty-two Tigers have went
on to play at some level of college football in the last 15 years.
Two more were scheduled to
join the list today as wide
receiver/kicker Tim Masthay
and decorated lineman Cory.
Zirbel were expected to sign

national letters of intent with
Kentucky and Michigan, respectively.
More than the victories,
Fisher said he will cherish the
relationships he has built over
the last decade-plus.
"We've had a lot of great
coaches and a lot of great kids to
come through this program," he
claimed. "It's a joy to know that
I've been able to touch the lives
of a lot of kids, and they've
touched mine."
Fisher, a member of the
Murray State Athletics Hall of
Fame, plans to enjoy his retirement by spending time with his
wife, Susan, and the rest of their

family.
"I've given so much time to
kids over the years. Now it's
time to give something back to
my family," he explained. "I'll
still be around to help out if
(Murray High) needs me."
Fisher hopes fit will be able
to lend assistance to the program
very soon as it begins the
process to identify his successor.
"(Murray Superintendent)
Dale Reid and I are going to
meet next week and see what
direction they want to go in,"
said Fisher. "I don't know to
what extent I will be involved
(in the selection process), but I
hope I can be."
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GOLF COURSE

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

"New Meniber" Discount for 2005
Thursday, Feb.3

Receive a $100 discounted annual membership
(*To qualify you must be a non-registered member for 2004.)

AlPiI

Lady 11 ers 5:15 p.
Racers 7:1
:41111111111111111111111M11111111

Regional Special Events Center

TICKETS: 762-4895

4
4

—•11.
a•

.75..

Regular Price
Annual Membership
$450
Single
$550
2 Family Member
$650
3 or More Family Member

New Member*
$350
$450
$550

Memberships are good 1/1/05- 12/31/05 & Include green fees (cart rentals excluded)

For Reservations Call (270) 762-2238
Located on Hwy. 280 off Hwy. 94 East, Murray
www.murraysIate.eduimillergolf
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Murray State
University
OVC Standings
AlLfsemeii
Tennessee Tech
7-1
12-7
Mummy State
0-2
11-7
Samford
6-2
11-8
Eastern Kentucky
6-3
14-6
Austin Pray
5-3
7-13
SouthasstMlasoun
4-4
9-10
TWINNING State
4-4
9-13
Eastern limb
3-5
8-11
Morehead Sams
3-6
9-11
Tennessee-Martin
1-7
4-15
Jackeorrnis Slate
0-8
4-16
Timed* Feb. 1
Eastern Kentucky 83. morenead St. 69
Thursday, Feb. 3
Tennessee Tech at Samford -7 p.m.
Eastern Ill at Murray State-7:15 p.m
Austin Peey at Jax State -7:30 p.m.
SEMO at UT-Martin - 7:30 p.m.
Eastern Ky at Tenn State -7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 5
Austin Peay at Samford -2 p.m.
Eastern Illinois at UT-Martri-6 p m
SEMO at Murray State-7:15 p.m.
Tenn. Tech at Jax. State - 7:30 pin.
Morehead at Tenn State -7•30 p.m

RacerBasketliall
Murray State vs. Eastern Illinois Aroun
Thursday, Feb. 3, 2005•7:15 p.m.
RSEC• Murray, Ky.

LaM11111/1111182
soorina
Dainmon Gorinei SEMO(209 ppg )
BOOSHALNUM
Reggie Golson. ISA)(8.8 rpg.)
&MAW
Walker Russell. JSU (74 aPg )

GUY HUFFMANNorehead State University

Eastern Illinois Facts
Location
Charleston, III
Founded
tak
Enrollment
11,651
Colors
Blue & Gray
Arena L11142 Arena/5.303
President
Louis V. Henclien
AD
Dr. Richard McOuffie
8-11
2004-05 Record
LettensInners Returning/Lost
9/2
Starters Returningitost
3t2

Head Coach

r has
'Ilion

Rick
Samuels'
Record
St Eastern Ill.
(Last 7 years)
1998-99 13-16
1999-00 17-12
24:0-01 21-10
2001-02 15-16
2002-03' 14-15
2043-04 6-21
2004-05 8-11
Censer
Record:
356-355

Samuels

Junior center Pearson Griffith, shown here
blocking the shot attempt of Morehead
State's Chad McKnight, got the start against
the Eagles in place of the injured Charles
Johnson. Griffith responded with seven
rebounds,five points and two blocked shots.

The Racers will meet Eastern Illinois
(8-11, 3-5 OVC) for the first time this
season on Thursday - which begins a
five-game homestand that will be crucial to Murray State's bid for the Ohio
Valley Conference's regular-season
championship.
MSU finished last week's trip to
"Death Valley" with a I-1 record losing the first game of the trip at
Eastern Kentucky before defeating
Morehead State 83-64 last Saturday.
With the win, the Racers became the
only league team to win a game on the
road last week.
The Racers enter tomorrow night's
play in a tie for second place in the
standings with Samford - just one
game behind OVC leader Tennessee
Tech, which suffered its first conference
loss Jan. 25 in overtime at Austin Peay.
Meanwhile, the Panthers are currently in a battle with Morehead State (910. 3-5) for the eighth and final spot in
next month's OVC Tournament.
EIU has four games at home and
four gantes on the road during the second half of the conference season. After
Thursday's contest, the Panthers will
play at Tennessee-Martin before returning home to take on Southeast Missouri
State and Tennessee State. Their final

four games of the OVCs regular season
will come in "Death Valley" against
Morehead and EKU and at home versus
Tennessee-Martin and Murray State.
The Panthers were mired in last
place in the standings before last week's
action, which saw them sweep a pair of
home games from previously unbeaten
Samford and lowly Jacksonville State.,
The two wins marked just the second
time this season that Eastern Illinois has
won back-to-back games.
Junior guard Josh Gomes leads the
way offensively for EIU and is currently seventh in the OVC in scoring at 15.9
points per game. Fellow backcourt mate
Emanuel Dildy is right behind Gomes
in eighth place on the league list at 15.3.
"They have a great backcourt," said
MSU head coach Mick Cronin. "Their
guards can present major problems for
us. They're as good as anybody in this
conference."
EIU will play tomorrow's game
without the services of head coach Rick
Samuels, who is mourning the death ot
his father.
Murray State leads the all-time series
between the two clubs, 23-6. The
Panthers have won just once - 88-86
on Jan. 17, 2002- in 13 games played
in Murray.

Probable tatters
Murray State
Keith Jenifer
Trey Pearson
Darnell Hopkins
Pearson Griffith
Shawn Witherspoon

Min.
29.4
31.5
23.5
14.9
23.4

PPg.
6.8
15.2
12.0
3.7
10.2

FG%
.370
.464
.428
.353
.593

Asst.
4.1
3.5
1.4
0.5
1.5

Reb.
2.8
3.6
2.7
4.2
5.4

Eastern Illinois
Aaron Patterson
George Tandy
Bobby CatchIngs
Emanuel Dildy
Josh Gornes

Min.
25.5
19.5
20.5
29.1
29.1

Ppg.
7.0
5.7
7.4
15.3
15.5

FG%
.600
.550
.397
.431
.410

Asst.
0.8
0.8
1.3
3.6
1.9

Reb.
5.1
5.1
3.2
2.4
3.4

e OV
entucky 83,
oreheed St. 69
CHMOND, Ky. (AP)
Matt Witt scored 19
points to lead Eastern
Kentucky to an 83-69 victiory over Morehead State
iruesday night.
Zach Ingles added 17
points, all in the second
half, for the Colonels (146, 6-3 Ohio Valle}
Conference), and Jason
McL,eish and Ben Rushing
had 16 apiece.
Chad McKnight scored
21 for Morehead (9-11, 36), Quinton Smith finished
with 17 and Josh Reed had
12.
Eastern was 28-of-48
(58.3 percent) from the
field and connected on 13of-22 shots from 3-point
range. Rushing made all
five of his field-goal
attempts, including four 3pointers, and tied a school
record for career 3-pointers
with his 190th.
The Colonels snapped a
nine-game losing streak to
Morehead, as Morehead
lost its second straight.
The two'teams changed
leads three times to open
the second half, but the
Colonels scored seven
unanswered points that
turned a 41-40 deficit into
a 47-41 advantage with
17:34 left.
Morehead narrowed the
deficit to three points twice
in the final 13 minutes but
could Set110 closer. -The Eagles held a 33-23
lead with 5:49 left in the
first half.
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• Deadwood Season 1
• Eulogy
• The Notebook
• Shark Tale

Tues., Feb. 15
• The Notebook Diaries
• Raise Your Voice
• Saw • Taxi

Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations

_ ,
714

N. 12th St. • Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray • (270) 753-7670
Sun.-Thurs. W am.-11 p.m. • Fri. d $at. 10 a.m -Midnight

I

We've Got All Your
LocalSports Covered...
I.

5
ip

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

DON'T MISS A THING!
SOME TODAY!

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY
270-527-0110

Bowl
itbek
SuPer
SIPSrSpeciat
Lasagna Family Pack
10-12 Servings

Spaghetti Family Pack
10-12 5ervinge
2)oavets of gariic bread with each family pack
Now thru Super erovA Sunday• Carry-out only

r*

ed).

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

muRR

EDGER
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Your Only Hometown Newspaper
1001 Whitne11 Avenue!753-1916

4410 All Pizza's
25% off!
4.,

OPEN
7 DAYS
A WEEK!

SUPER BOWL
SUNDAY ONLY
DIR41-1R OR CARRY-OUT

Is
Pa lia
Jr #

Pizza 4. lathe. Restart-4ot err r

970 Chestnut Street • NIurra

CALL FOR
CARRY-OUT

753-2975
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MMS Academic Team

Photo provided

discusa slide show and informative
Dr. Don Whisenhunt and his wife, Besty, presented
nhunt
Whise
Dr.
talented students.
sion for the Calloway County Middle School gifted &
r
Ledge
the
in
lments
instal
several
wrote the Mail from Minsk column which appeared in
Belarus, forin
s
month
four
spent
& Times over the past few months. Thi(VVhisgmans
information on the economic sysmerly of the Soviet Union. The discusion included
, and various other cultural toptem, the government, the Holocatolt, Lein, architecture
as a piece of Belarusan lace
ics. Mrs. Whisenhunt brought sore items of interest, such
of a map of Belarus and the surand a Babushka doll. Students were also given a copy
a translation of the English
with
et
rounding countries, as well as the Russian alphab
to English.
alphabet for translating some common Russian words

Visiting Graves County Central
Photo provided

in the district in the Kentucky
Murray Middle School placed first overall
at Mayfield Middle School Saturday,
GovOrnor's Cup Academic Competition held
s were Tyler Spann, second in
award
Janoary 29. Students winning individual
Charlton Claywell, second in
e;
scienc
in
d
composition; Dana Arneson. secon
k Hughes, second in math and
social studies and fifth -tin language arts; Patric
in social studies; Holly Oatman,
fourth in arts and humanities; Jacob Bell, third
, fourth in science; and Nolan
fourth in language arts: Dylan Benningfield
studies. These students will
social
Jackson. fourth in composition and fourth in
weeks at Calloway County
two
in
held
advance to the regional competition, to be
to the state competition in March.
Middle School. Regional winners will advance
ca Raj, Chloe Zimmerer, Sydney
Team members are, first row, Tyler Spann, Rebec
rt, Sudan Loganathan, Brandon
Smith: second row. Grant Adams, Zach Lambe
on, Charlton Claywell, Holly
Kipphut; third row. Kulien Balthrop, Nolan Jacks
and Patrick Hughes.
gton,
Oatman, Dana Arneson, Jake Bell, Caitlin Herrin

Parent involvement in education program expanded
The institute /or parent leadLEXINGTON. Ky. (AP
estabgshed by the
ership.
parents
helps
A program that
1997.
d
partner with schools to improve Prichar Committee in
to
parents
g
for
trainin
ides
pros
being
is
student achievement
ships
expanded to include parents .of help them form partner
c
preschool and adopted children. with schools and meet specifi
t
- The Commonwealth Institute needs to improve, studen
will
also
it
Now,
ement.
achiev
he
for Parent Leadership will
children
able to offer the help through a parents of preschool
parcare
foster
and
e
adoptiv
and
ced
new partnership announ
how to
learn
can
they
so
ents
for
tee
Commit
d
Prichar
n
betwee
ve advoAcademic Excellence and the become more effecti
educan's
childre
their
for
cates
ky
Kentuc
of
University

r

Ong

-

Mv

tion.
Under Bus partnership, there
will be a new version of the parent institute specifically for parents of preschool children. UK
will help develop a program to
train parents aiid professionals
to work together to improve
children's early care and education.
The work is supported by a
grant to the Prichard Committee
from the Knight Foundation.
NEP IM

MIN

Photo provided

d Graves County Central
State Senator Ken Winters, R-Murray, recently visite
ing Kentucky General
upcom
and
Elementary School to discuss education
up-close social studies
an
ed
t
receiv
studen
one
Assembly bills. In the process,
Board Recognition Month
lesson. The school hosted the group for a School
school board members
luncheon. Pictured clockwise, from left, are Winters, and
Ronnie Holmes and Donnie Reed.
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MitA

1 1/1106,Pi .N1Q4oiln
Computers for
Senior Citizens
Three Thursdays
March 31-April 14
4-5:30 p.m.
Introduction to
Microsoft Access
Three Mondays
March 7-21
or
1
Feb 15-March
6-8 •.m.
oril 26-Ma 10. 6-8 ..m
Basics of
Introduction to
Introduction to
Construction
te
Websi
PhotoShop Elements Microsoft PowerPoint
Three Tuesdays
Two Mondays
Three Tuesdays
March 29-April 19
March 28 & Apnl 11, 6-8 p.m.
March 8-22 6-8r m
6-8 p.m
Introduction to
Intermediate
Intermediate
soft Publisher
Micro
s
Acces
Microsoft
Microsoft Word
Thursdays
Three
ays
Tuesd
Three
Three Mondays
5, 6-8 p.m.
21-May
April
17-31
May
May 9-23
m
p
6-8
6-8 p.m.
Basic 35mm
ACT Prep Workshop
How to Use E-Bay
graphy
Photo
Half-Day Sat. Workshop
(Online Auctions)
ays
3
Tuesd
Feb. 5, April 2 or June 4
One Thursday
1-15
March
9 am.-Noon
May 12, 6-8 p.m.
6 30-8 30 p.m
Basic Welding
Sign lynguage for Beginners
Grant Proposal Writing
Mondays
Four
Three Mondays
Workshop
and Tuesdays
April 18-Mby 2
One Friday
June 6-28, 6-8 p.m.
6 - 8 p.m
April 1, 9 a.m.-41 p.m.

Getting Started With
Computers
Three Thursdays
February 1O-26-8 p.m.
Introchntion to Microsoft Word
Three Mondays
Feb. 14-28 or April 18-May 2
6-8 p.m.

0

Basic Investing
Three TuesdaY
Feb 15-March 1
6-8 p.m

The GI Sydow kt
One Tuesday
March 29
6-9 p.m.

Introduction to
Windows XP
Three Thursdays
March 3-17
6-8 1.m.
Introduction to
Microsoft Excel

IMO

MI IMO

OM

THE NICER, CHEAPER, BETTER PHONE COMPANY
DIALOG'S PLEDGE TO YOU:
• We provide reliable phone service for one flat rate
• We will not raise your rates.

add on additional fees or taxes.
• Satisfaction Guarantee: If we don't do what we promise, return to your
current provider without penalty.
• We never

Idirmad Pio*ad ha* Small Business Owner's
Retirement Planning
Two Tuesdays
ue:
March 8-15

$35 10DI
TELECOMMALUNICATIOOGNS

March 29 6-9 p m

6-8 p.m

Pisa Lesson la Busy Mph(WV PlusImam la Bay Pimple
(hinasids)
One Saturday
May 21
9:30 a m -1 p m

IMP

MEI IMO

NMI

MONTH
Includes: Free Features
Free Regional Long Distance
A

One Saturday
May 21, 2-5 p.m.

SIMI

IMP

INN

A New Way of Thinking

1 - 8 8 8 - 4 39 - 6 1 00

270-762-3659; 1-800-669-7654 Ext. 3659
I.

STOP GETTING SQUEEZED. TRY DIALOG.

1=1

a

www.calldialog.co in
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Business Opportunity
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P.S. Essig
Las Property
Lots For Sail
Lots For Rent
Fume For Sue
Acreage
florins For tee
acitostycies a ATY1
limo Paris
Sport WW1 Paircass
Used Cars
vans
Used Trucks
Calipers
Boss I Motors
Services Mend
Free Column
Tobacco s Supplies

1 Ii II \
\i
$775 Column tack,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40S Discount 3rd Rua.
.t.1'.16../ 5k.:hry Pf71.g
$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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FARMER'S
Choice
FeedmIll.
Send
resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office
FT Receptionist for
physician
office.
Requires
excellent
communication
and
multitasking
skills.
Send resume with references to: P0. Box
1040-F, Murray. KY
42071
FULL-TIME service
technician for lawn &
garden equipment.
Apply only in person
at Murray Home &
Auto, 976 Chestnut
St.
HAIR stylists and nail
tech needed. 759-1112
or 293-3545. New
salon in Murray.

I love you Annie!
- Michael

Deadline for receipt of photos & love lines
is Tues Feb. 8th at 5:00 p.m.
(270) 753-1916.
Nlurray I.edger & lini
NItirray.

42071

HU ‘1. ty,

LEDGEltek ,111ES

STEVE VIDMER
Piactice of l4n% Including'

IINNKRI.1911
DIN OK(
STODI,sl l'1)0R I
U- I- It 1)1 I
PFRSON U,IN.It

753-1752
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CUSTOM WEAVE
ON SALE
.7/a 'tenth,.
•
Knctil
In
NMI.,

Hours M-F 9-5 p.m., 9-12 Sat.. By Appf. After Hours
Hwy. 641 - 1-1%2 miles S. of Murray to
Tom Taylor TH. Right 1500 yds.• 753-7728

BOOKKEEPING
SERVICES
• Partial or
complete service
•7 years
experience
• Business degree
'• Satisfaction
guaranteed

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
THINK Pink
Sandra
D's Diner, 94E. 2933816
511 11.111 NO NII/Iti
\ our 1111i
1

Call
270-227-8332

WE HAVE
A NEW
CONSISTENCY
SPECIAL !

ACCOUNTANT needed part-time. Minimum
Associate's degree and
one year experience
required. Email resume
to candice
powerclaim.corn
or
mail
to .Hawkins
Research, 406 N. 4th
St.,. Murray 42071.
ARBOR PLACE OF
PURYEAR looking for
DEPENDABLE CERTIFIED
NURSING
ASSISTANT for small
nursing home in TN.
Contact Anita 731-2473205. EOE
BI-vocational minister
of music for blended
services Send resume
to PO Box 1040-I,
Murray, KY 42071
LABORATORY
Technician: Full or Part
time technician position
available with leading
environmental laboratory. Strong work ethics
and science background required. Waste
water testing expenonce a plus. Flexible
work schedule is a
must. Please email
your
resume
to
a m oore0m icrobac.co

COOK, Murray State
University. Full-time.
(afternoon
benefits
shift). One year commercial food preparation
experience
required. Good math
skills essential. Salary
$6.98 hourly. Apply at:
Department
of
Employment Services.
1210 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray: KY 42071
Women/minortes
encouraged to apply.
M/F/D,
EEO.
AA
employer.
DRIVERS NEEDED
COMPETITIVE
WAGES.
HOME
WEEKENDS.- BENEFITS. MUST HAVE
CLASS A CDL WITH
MINIMUM 3 YEARS
OTR EXPERIENCE.
DRIVING
CLEAN
RECORD (800)4686087
EXPERIENCED sheetfed printing pressman
wanted. $12-$15 per
hour, benefits, medical,
company
vacation,
matched
savings.
Innovative
Printing,
1623 SR 121 North,
Murray, KY. (270)7538802

FULL TIME/PART TIME
RETAIL OPENING
Orscheln Farm & Home has immediate opening
for a Sales Clerk/Cashier. Individual must be
committed to the Orscneln standard of making
outstanding customer service our first pnOrity.
Hours are flexible & wages competitive. Prior
sales experience preferred. Apply in person at

OUS,Agatj FARMHOME
700 A N. 12th St.• Murray, KY

DANCERS
"it 1 III I I ik 11

II

TIME FOR SPRING!
stablished, FULLY
upped Nursery for
se. All you need is to
w 8 sell. 270-75990

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & limes.

Call 753-1916

Earn $1,000+ weekly.
The Purple Building at
Leeder Bottom - a great
place to work and have fun
doing it.
270-534-0333
270-293-2069

Housekeeper heeded
Experience preferred
No
calls
phone
please. Apply in person at Amenhost Inn
Murray, KY
IMMEDIATE opening
for Office Manager of
Calloway
County/
Propane in Murray.
Must be organized,
patient and great with
an adding machine.
$300/week plus benefits. Call 615-476-7009
or Fax application to
615-847-9643
LEGAL secretary position. Dictation and
computer
skills
required. Experience
preferred. Pay commensurate with expenence and abilities.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray.
KY 42071
MEDICALSURGICAL
Office. We are looking
for the right people to
form our office/clinic
team. Our clinic needs
an LPN and X-ray tech.
Our business office
needs an expenenced
reimbursement specialist and an upbeat
receptionist. If you'd
like to join our team,
fax your resume today
to 773-233-8795_
NEED cooks and
fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone
' calls.
OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
Customer/
seeking
Technical Support rep
w/ great phone & computer skills. Health ins..
18 paid days off/ yr,
retirement plan. Send
resume to gale*
powerclaim.corn
or
Hawkins
Research,
406 N. 4th St. Murray.
KY 42071
OWN a computer? Put
it to work! Up to
$1,500 to $7,500/mo
PT/FT. 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording.
FREE BOOKLET.
www.vrtworichvide.corn
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799
TECHNICAL auto cad
R I4
mechanical
designer Competitive
benefits and pay. Send
resumes to PO Box
1040-G. Murray, KY
42071

NEW year's resolve
include a used book
store? I have the race,
and lots Of books. Let's
make a deal! P.O. Box
1040-D, Murray, KY
42071

•

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site MAW:W.
759.3556

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633

Take advantage of our cool winter
specials!'a

BUYING
aluminum
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts
753-5562

Want to buy- Old
money-& jewelry Call
753-6793
WANT to buy
by
owner, bnck, 38R, 1.52 baths, 1,400-1,600
sq.ft . garage or carport. on small lot. South
or southwest of Main
St In good condition
Price in $80's 270753-5065
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
Melee
For Sete
28.000 BTU gas log
stove. $300 (270)3288840
Independent
AVON
Sales Representative
has fully stocked shop
or call for a catalog at
436-5900

Get a space on our Winter Service
• Directory for 1 month for $100 or 2
months for $175.

.4111.20

words maximum. The bulletin
*
*
Iirun in the Shopping Guide

ay.
** ifislo refunds for early cancellation. Deadline is
1140

4

•
,Ltk

Friday at 11 .
/Nivt.

Call Jill or Julie at 753-1916

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Open Mon-Fn. 9-5: Sat. 9-2
641N. 2 miles on right
.Ve buy and sell good used furniture.

753-8501

INTERNET
Call now to see how
you can get high speed
Internet
service
through satellite for
only $29.99 per month
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
NEW Chef's Choice
Electric food slicer
Model 600. Purchased
for $199, asking $99
753-3317
STEEL
buildings,
garages, storage. leanto's. carports. K&R
Mower Service. 7599831
TV'S
20'-65" HO televistonsJVC. RCA. Sony &
Toshiba- plasma. LCD,
OLP. & D-ILA Also TV
stands, entertainment
surround
centers,
sound. & more Come
by Beasley Antenna &
Satellite, 500 N 4th St
Murray, KY and check
out all our selection

GOOD
Kenmore freezer, $75.
good 27- Sanyo TV,
$50, good Kenmore
dishwasher, $45 4928446
LARGE
refrigerator,
freezer on bottom.
$200 293-0811 (days),
753-1775 (nights)

rifetasala For Awe
2BR. $375/mo Across
(OM
Murray
Elementary
Center
;'5378096

J &L

'

RENTALS
Lirgt Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
75.1-1715

CLYDESDALE Excel
hot tub 92"x92"x38
160
500 gallon capacity, 7
Home Furnisher
place seating (with 7
therapy positions) 28
ANTIQUE Shaker style
water jets. (2) 8" water- baker's
cupboard.
fall jets & 12.eir jets.. _great condition, $600.
AM/FM/CD
quad' Solid oak table vol2
stereo & fiber optid.. leafs, $150. 753-0270
lighting. Like new. still
11111
under warranty. 489Lawn &Girdle
2912 after 5pm.
FREE
Dish Network 4-room
satellite system. Get
the newest technology
with HD & DV R
receivers. America's
Top 60 w/ local networks only $31.99 per
month. Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0801

* ** * AV.

COXAE SEE THE
BLIZZARD OF
SAviNcS IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS!

Vag

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

**05*41*

LAWN tractor, 3 years
old, in good condition,
42 inch blade, 15.5HP
engine Make me an
otter. 270-474-0456

angl
Firewood
SEASONED firewood
$40 a rick delivered
527-8368
270
Mobilo Homes For Sole
1979 moble home
14x70. 3BR. 2 bath
$5.000. Call 270-767
0525 leave message
1995 16x80 trailer,
2BR 2BA on 1 acre
436-5277 after 3PM
436-5051 day
Buccaneer
1998
deluxe. 16x80, 3BR. 2
bath, extremely clean
(270)489-2525
'97 American 14x60
with air and underpinning. nice, $8,795 4374465
AWESOME CLOSE
OUT SPECIALS ON
ALL
2004
SINGLEWIDES & DOUBLEWIDESI
Land/home packages
available'
731-5649429
BEFORE you buy, give
us a try Let us help
your save $U.Offering
the best service in the
business Keith Baker
Homes. Paris. 731644-0012. 800-5333568
DOUBLEWIDE EXPO:
Like new, has fireplace.
set-up includes well &
septic' Call 731-5849429
GET
NEW
YOUR
HOME TODAY WITH
-0" DOWN FINANCING: Call 731-5849421

PREOWNED
1996
Clayton 16x80. great
tloorplan
$17,900
includes delivery & setup. central A/C, Keith
Baker Homes. Paris
731-644-0012, 700533-3568

lial

licims For Rent

2BR, 184 5 miles north
of Murray 752-0461
2BR, 2 Bath near
Cypress
Springs
Resort. $225 mo -.dee 436-2096

EDI
LOTS for rent 753
9866
320
Aperturils For Reid
1 bedroom apts $250s350 per month 2BR
townhouses, washer &
dryer included. $410
per month 753-7559
1 br apt. All appliances
$335/mo.
included.
pets allowed. 4366291.
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1, 2 & 3BR apts available for 'immediate
occupancy Please call
753-8221
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444
1BR apt, utilities furnished. S275/mo 7612743

1059 Buffalo Rd.
New Concord. Al 120'6
2"0-436-54%
1 bedroom apartment
Clean and nice,
all appliance. including
W/D No pet.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
apartment all appliances including washerdryer, deck with outside storage Excellent
Location! (270)7555885 or (270)293-7085
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N
16th St.. now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month Call 7531970. Leave Message
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Mousing OPedrfurlftY
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
`. 1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mori-Fn
Call today for appointment
7514221

1BR partially furnished,
some utilities paid. No
pets. 767-9037

NEW 38R,284 duplex,
$700 per 4nonth Call
293-5423

1BR. 1 bath W&D,
refrigerator. stove &
dishwasher $325. 1
month free. 759-8780

NEWLY redecorated
2BR. 1 bath, applifurnished,
ances
C/H/A, 1 year lease + 1
rrio deposit. no pets
753-2905

1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Room all furnished,
all utilities, water, electric, phone and cable
included Access to
pool & fitness room
$400/month .
$150
deposit Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit. Call for information
(270)7538407
4 bedroorn house 1,2.
3 apts 753-1252 or
763-0006

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056
SMALL one room apt
plus bath. close to
campus. $140
No
pMs. 753-5980

ggg-g-g-g
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Used Can

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
'All Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

753,3853

1

Rsal bails
1113

RED OAKS APTS.
•
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

TWO story bnck apart
ment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer
270-7535125,000
4109, 270-227-1545

1

111,als For We

Houses For Rant

Murra) Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

97 & '99 Dodge trucs
red, VEI. $4,995 J9
Grand Pnx, 4-door, SE
$3,950 '99 Astro . rear
A/C, $4,250 '97 Chevy
Venture van, $3.950
'93 Chevy truck, nice,
$4,500 '90 Chevrolet
Ext Cab. Silverado
$2,500. '99 Taurus,
nice, $4,950
$30 per week plus
down payment '94
Tempo,$800 down '93
Century. $900 down.
91 98 Olds, $500
down. '88 Ciera, $500
down. 753-1522. .2933124

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning '•
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile 14011,
•Bnck •All External Cleaning
•Acid Ckaning Asallabk 'We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Dnvewas,

David Borders
(270) 767-0313 or (270)527-7176

NEED HELP
MOVING?
• EXPERIENCED
• REFERRALS
• FREE ESTIMATES

I'M TIRED OF BEING RETIRED...
.-‘11 wpm

Panning

of home remodeling, Also tree service
Joey
& stump removal. Call Ray or
Home:(731)642-0646
Cell:(931)445-7371
Cell:(731) 336-9744

270-703-2943

Roofing Meta
We now manufacture. Buy
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day. ,
I1I

96 Ford Aerostar, 7
passenger 753-0049
1995 Mercury Villager
GS, $1,800 753-4481.
'94 Dodge Ram 350
cargo van New trans,
$1.600 Call 492-8156
or 293-0034

WINTER SERVICE
DIRECTORY

sq. ft. of 29& 26 gauge in sn.

#1 & #2 available in most colors

CaH Metal Mall
64• 270-247909-90
1-800-

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971"
*Carpets 4.1pholstery
-Emergency Water
Removal .Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
'Got Dirt?"
753-5827

IN THE
CALL 753-1916 TO GET YOUR AD
TORY
DIREC
E
WINTER SERVIC
ASK FOR JILL OR JULIE

Services °florid

David's Home
Improvement

Free
Pallets

LOCATED at 5'453 St.
RESICOM
At. 121S, 1-2/3 acres,
Water Damaged Room
3BR. 2BA downstairs,
LLC.
Contractors,
Loading Dock of
tanks,
septic
Braces & Floor Joists
2 nice rooms upstairs. 2
Residential
Murray Ledger
stove. $17.500 489-2296
refrigerator
Remodelmg 8 Plumbing
Commercial repairs,
WALTERS
W&D
dishwasher.
& Times
remodels, additions.
CONTRACTtNG
David GaMmore Owner
hookup, C/I-1/A, carFarms For We
Replacement windows,
DECKS. Roofing Vinyl
Come
First
500
port, outside'-storage.
Will Do Insurance Work
vinyl siding, decks
Siding. Addition, and
NEED help moving?
dud Trucks
Serve
First
no pets. Laisse, referwel195 acres, Joins TVA a
claims
Insurance
Experienced, referrals,
Remodeling. Quality
Visa 8 MasterCard Accepted
ences, deposit, and
Wildcat Campground
come 270-227-2115,
Years
27030
s
Over
estimate
Work
free
Please
, ext.
rent. $575. 753-1059
county water & power, 2004 Silverado
270-436-5764
Gerald
Experience.
703-2942
No Phone Calls
cab, step side, all
and
d
hardwoo
pets
good
•
sic>
2BA
3BR,
Walters 753-2592
power, 7.000 miles,
Locust Grove area. pine timber, exc. hunt270-293$21.000.
or
5600 .per month. 767- ing. (270)871-2834
3306 or 270-753-6270
(270)748-2808
0430
2002 Ford F-150, red,
38R. carport. sunroom, GREAT hunting on 80
32,000 miles. SWB, V6
acres with 4BR house
no pets. $585 753Rogers
auto, bed liner, $12,000
Has
of
TLC
need
in
6931 or 293-6070
Hal Rogers Parkway in honor of Daniel Boone-Hal
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Parkway.
barns. OBO 227-0813
from
and
tative
pond
represen
U.S.
a
was
name
Boone's
NEWLY redecorated
First, Daniel
Instead, lawmakers in the
270-7531998 Dodge truck, SLT
3BR. 2BA, C/H/A. $150.000
stripped from an eastern Somerset.
Good
cover.
Senate offered a comprobed
trim.
1545
state
270-2274109,
n-clad
buckski
The rugged,
refrigerator,
stove,
Kentucky parkway and replaced
local truck. $6,400
mise that would _keep Rogers'
of
history
the
in
place
's
explorer
dishwasher, W&D, carsman.
congres
with that of a
OBO. Call 492-6127 ro
name on the parkway and give
port, outside storage,
Aaeoge
Then, the state legislature Kentucky is legendary. Boone, the frontiersman recognition by
.
293-1155
1820.
to
referno pets. Lease,
refused to put the famed fron- who lived from 1734
ton Chevy.
Road renaming the four-lane U.S. 25E
ences. deposit,. and
15 fenced acres Nice '89 3/4
tiersman's name on an alterna- hacked out the Wilderness
auto,
,
condition
Great
the from Cumberland Gap to
across
rent. $525. (270)753settlers
minearly
5
that led
neighborhood_
tive highway.
OBO.
$2.200
to Corbin the Daniel Boone
ns
1059
Murray.
utes from
It's no wonder his descen- Appalachian Mountai
(270)252-1679
Wilderness Road. That comprohelped
he
,
and
753-1940
west,
$60.000.
points
360
dants are feeling slighted.
mise passed the Senate but was
from
978or
ents
message
encampm
530
leave
Storage Rentals
"It's an insult to his family. It defend early
brought up for a vote in
never
0523
Services Offered
shoiild be an insult to everyone Indians.
House.
the
-is—a-43
,
however
Rogers,
ing
on
A&F Warehous
48 wooded acres
who cares about the history of
"It would seem like a cake
can
Near MSU $20-50
your own private 20 436-5141 A-AFFORDKentucky." said Rothelle terM incumbent Republi
Yonts said. "Daniel
walk,"
bring
to
position
ABLE Hauling Clean
his
uses
who
753-7668
Boone
the
acre lake. Coldwater
of
t
Cochran, presiden
literally the founder
as
BooneAv
gutters
eastto
garages,
Out
money
site
highway
building
area,
Society, a national group of federal
G&C
y."
work
Kentuck
of
tree
&
junk
pave
and
cleared near water.
ern Kentucky to create
AP File Photo descendants.
STORAGE an
Yonts said he hasn't yet
293-1093.
492-8688 ROOF
She's launched a campaign roads through the mountainous
Signs for the Hal Rogers
PROPANE
up on the initiative. He
given
.
New
REPAIRS
460
the to get Kentucky lawmakers to terrain.
formerly
y,
Parkwa
sent a letter to Gov.
he
said
DRoofs, all types. 29
Rep. Brent Yonts.
right what she sees as the wrong
Homes For Sale
asking him to
Fletcher
Daniel Boone Parkway,
Ernie
resolua
d
years expenence. Call
propose
le,
Greenvil
former
created in 2003 when
rative order
administ
an
issue
ce of the
the
entran
the
restore
Carters.
to
to
ago
point
year
vertica
with
Gov. Paul Patton's administra- tion a
2BR
renaming U.S. 25E in honor of
parkway
the
to
in
15
name
ABLE
ky
's
AFFORD
Kentuc
explorer
the
A-1
of
along
name
Grea
road
the
behind
changed
duplex
tion
Boone.•
HAULING all around
MURRAY Store and
investment $65,000
Daniel Boone Parkway to the but with double billing: the
Hazard, Ky.
tree
Lock presently has 270-753-4109, 270- clean-up, gutters,
work. 436-2867
units available 753- 227-1545
2905 or 753-7536
3BR 2BA House. $750 A-1 Stump Removal
will 437-3044
owner
down,
NEW C penny. 10'x15' finance, located on
financial idea needs some
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
for TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
BIRTHDAY
units. 436-6227/293Row, ALL CARPENTRY
HAPPY
Govenors
checking and research. Don't nix
s.
question
**** Work with others on an **** Keep asking
3232
Shores
Panorama
Remodeling, additions, Thursdity, Feb. 3, 2005:
it just yet. Tonight: Your treat.
changeis
a
situation
feel
you
If
greet
to
order
in
level
l
individua
area. Call Dennis @ 1PREMIER MINISTORporches, decks, sun
Your imagination and energy
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
on
stay
to
need
might
you
able,
comip,
success. Your leadersh
800-825-6070.
rooms. roofing, vinyl work together this year. Learn to
AGE *Inside climate
Let your imagination
****
er,
Rememb
volatility.
passion and understanding top of the
control storage
color a discussion, especially
control
to
able
4BR. 2 bath with 2-3/4 siding, mobile home listen to your sixth sense, as you
be
not
might
you
open.
be
to
others
ge
encoura
repair, sagging floors,
•Security alarmed
acres Fenced off for
might be more inspired than you Don't hesitate to unfurl those others. Your imagination flourish- during a meeting. Ideas run
'Safe & clean
termite & water damaplenty, but still be careful about
horses Priced in the
you
have been in many years. If
qualities, which are much need- es. Share some of your wilder
•We sell boxes!
age. Larry Nimmo
coming to a monetary decision.
60's. 298 Van Cleave
Tonight: Out and about.
ideas.
over
chat
rtable
and
uncomfo
Relax
are
you
Tonight:
find
ed.
or
.We rent U-Hauls
(270)753-9372
What you think is self-evident
Rd. Call 293-9440
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
somewhere, don't stay. You are dinner.
753-9600
(270)753-0353
about funds isn't as you sue it.
some
have
might
You
estate
****
by
FOR sale
tuned in. Financially, steer a GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
BACKHOE &
Although you might Tonight: Start your weekend
ideas.
crazy
3BR brick house locatcan
you
all
signs,
Of
****
clear and time-honored course.
TRUCKING
ed near KY Lake,
inundation of atten- be amused by this wild train of early.
There are no shortcuts or money handle the s and demands. thought, others won't get it. Deal PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
HILL.
ROY
753-1292
Call
$40,000
request
tion,
Septic system, gravel.
trees in your immediate future. Somehow you see beyond the with your finances without taking *** Take a stand. Worry less
1,500 sq. ft. shop o
or 759-1305
white rock.
Use your fiscal savvy. Your obvious, thus adding to your any risks. You could have a last- about what might'be happening
warehouse space plus
St
9909
LOCATED at
436-2113
extra nice office and
mind will open up to different ease and understanding. Others minute hassle. Othets aren't on with others. You could reverie
Fit. 121N, 3BR. 2 bath,
Dozer work & Track
bathroom located at
ways of thinking. A foreigner seek you out. They know you the same page as you. Tonight: your direction once you see the
1.5 acres. $69,500.
hoe
problem. Others find you unusu810 Sycamore Street. 489-2296
and/or trip could be instrumen- know. Tonight:Act on your innate Pay bills.
unstable right now. Talk
ally
22-Dec.
(Nov.
Call 753-5142 for more
BUILDING or remodel- tal. Your career blooms in the
ARIUS
SAGITT
resourcefulness.
LL Co 5 min
your decisions more
through
information or to see, MARSHA
ing? Go to
21)
.second part of the year. A pay CANCER (June 21-July 22)
to Lake. 3+ acres all
M-F 7:30AM - 5:00PM
on a roll. often. Tonight: Take a bow.
www CAMBRIAUSA co
are
*
You
****
as
ish
accompl
and
in
Dig
****
fenced, 2 or 3 bedraise or promotion is likely.
OFFICE space small to
You will be Recognize that a family member
room. barn tractor
Friendships grow. You achieve a much as you can.
suit.
to
finish
Will
Starting
huge.
what you or roommate could be reactive. BORN TODAY
by
pleased
quite
shed, tool shed, sever- CARPORTS
major goal this year. If you are
space.
Roy
Warehouse
installed.
$675.
terms of Your intuition helps direct your Actress Morgan Fairchild (1950),
at
in
Think
sh.
accompli
buildings_
al other out
single, don't think that others financial gains and investments. energy. Your words draw others author James A. Michener,
storage space, retail $60.000. Call after
Hill (270)436-2113.
adnii?e yon. Make your Understanding and compassion to you. Brainstorm and share. (1907). artist Norman Rockwell
space Call Larry at
D.G. Landscaping & don't
5:00PM 270-354-8665
752-0813
choices according to what type develop as you get to under- Stop and buy a plant or table (1894)
Nursery 7884 94W
TWO-STORY. threeof relationship you desire. If you stand a key person in your life. fountain for your office. Tonight:
g
two-bath *Mulchin
bedroom,
Professional
tion
are attached, your relationship Tonight: Don't worry. Work as Just ask.
-Fertiliza
house with attached
the
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Jacqueline Bigar is on
g
•Tnmmin
will develop compassion and late as you want.
offices for rent.
garage on 5 acres,
at http://www.jacqueInternet
the
as
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especial
back,
Kick
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sweeping
lot
22)
*Parking
23-Aug.
understanding. SAGITTARIUS LEO (July
including horse barn,
r.com.
Utilities paid,
& vegetable is always a pal..
*** Others demonstrate their unpredictable runs not through linebiga
two buildings. and two *Bedding
You might feel like you (c) 2005 by King Features
life.
your
positive
and
y
plants.
creativit
innate
convenient
ponds. 354-8400
te Inc.
435-4431
thinking. For once you do not are treading water. An inspired Syndica
The Stars Show the Kind of
location right off
all
soluhave to be the source of
DNJ HANDYMAN
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; tions. In fact, you can just go
court square. Call
We do all the odd jobs
2-So-so:
ge;
4-Positive; 3-Avera
along for the ride. Investigate
you don't have time
2003 Kawasaki Prairie
1-Difficult
new possibilities. You can add
for
7bur full-service primary eyecare
650. 300 miles.' good
depth to a relationship. Tonight:
293-5438
condition $4,900. 7533811
19)
21-April
(March
heels.
your
ARIES
up
Kick
• Diagnosis & Treatment
DOZER WORK
1414
P& Su
***** Let your mind and VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
of Eye Disease & lniuries
INSTALL & REPAIR
you *** You come from a secure
What
merge.
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2002 300EX. $2,200
imaginat
&
S
SYSTEM
SEPTIC
• Budget & Designer Eyewear
AKC Golden Retrieve
and Bowflex. used Mcreate could be very inspiring spot, understanding a lot more of
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24'Hour
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•
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want
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puppies
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lle. $900. After 5PM
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Emergenc
and unique.
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Public or Contract
Care
(270)436-6074
themselves, ers comfortable. Your profes753-6384
play music to.,
• Most Insurance Accepted
Contact at 270-753relax. Don't nix anything. Say sional resourcefulness allows
DOG Obedience
9503
92 Honda 250-x AN.
to possibilities. A meeting you to give much more of yourMaster Trainer
'yes'
top end rebuilt. $2,000
Tree
'S
FUTRELL
k.kyle IL halm LI
be most instrumental. self where it counts. Tonight:
might
436-2858
Call (270)767-0614
Service
.
patterns
past
Break
home.
work
Tonight:
extra
Bring
paper
SHIH-TZU S&W
removal,
Trimming,
trained. 731-352-0037
stump gnnding, fire731-642-5151
wood. Insured 4892839
94 GMC Jimmy, 110k
miles. V6. 4WD, Grea
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
Mechanical/ Physical
PAINTING
Conditipn $2.700. Call
*For all residential a,
HAY for sale Orchard
270-762-0211 days or
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painting needs
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www.globalmtglink.com
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Paula Campbell.
for
spraying
•Custom
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Professional Groomer
z 1 for .1 Years
lawn/patio furniture
geldings with tack,
N
Y
LOCATIO
KENTUCK
WESTERN
Louver doors / shutters
In A Row —
$1,200. Call 436-5900
-No lob too small
2001 Black Toyota
*Free In-Home Estimates
for information
Zero Down
'Free estimates
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•financi
Quarter Horse for sale. Celica
.Ear Cleaning
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s
'Bathing
Loan
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horse 2
0100% Satisfaction Guarantee
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ing, clean out attics.
bay philly. green broke. 2001 Monte Carlo, silBy Appointment Only
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293-1093
ver. 39,000 miles, CD
sweet.
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood,
-2583
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(270)489
power.
all
player.
Kirksey.
Laminate and Commercial
WE SHOW YOU:
$9,000 270-293-3306 LAYLOR _Thadaan
Flooring
•100% loan, no money clown
or 270-753-6270
hauling ffi backhoe
•Flexible, forgiving program
753-4543. 492-6265
Oldsmobile
2001
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
•Excellem fixed rate - 30 yr.
Intrigue, 48,000 miles. T&K Electric
LOT with or withou
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
270-293warranty.
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with
contracto
Licensed
house near hospital on
Office.(866)936-6600
7407
9039
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Free
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Auto
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location for
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www.sho
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Push from their wives might LooldogBack
lead more men to their doctors 10 years ago

Bingham, Jan. 27.
Pfc. Jay N. Todd was named
40 years ago
DEAR ABBY: Because your year-old young man who is
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there that he or she receives
an honor graduate of Wheel
Two degrees above zero was
the
column is like a huge com- writing you from a jail cell.
a connection between night- recommended
Vehicle Repair Course at Army the low temperature recorded
daily allowance
munity billboard, I thought I'd None of my crimes were viomares and a chocolate aller- of vitamins and minerals,
Ordnance Center and School last night, according to John
either
ask you to get this message lent. They mainly consisted of
gy? On relaying a terrifying through a nutritious
at Aberdeen Proving' Ground, Ed Scott, local weather observdiet or by
out. Please remind women that theft and drugs. I've had a bad
Md.
dream
er. Snow began to fall yesterto supplements. There is no sinwhen they drug problem ever since my
In high school basketball day Morning and 1.6 inches
my
sister gle vitamin (or vitamin comschedule best friend overdosed in my games, Calloway
Lakers and of snow was recorded. Caland her hus- bination) that "boosts" the
themselves hotel room. I did drugs before Lady Lakers
won over Mar- loway County Schools were
band recent- immune system, because any
then,
for a mambut not as much as after- shall County Marshals
ly, he said, vitamin excess is ordinarily
teams, closed. Murray College High
mogram, ward.
and Murray Tigers won over School was open, but buses
"You had excreted by the body.
they should
One thing led to another, Reidland Greyhounds.
High did not run. Murray
chocolate
City
Coenzyme Q10 is claimed
schedule and soon I found myself behind scorers for Calloway
were Brad Schools were open.
last night, to aid patients with heart distheir hus- the wheel of other people's Cleaver and Stephanie
Holland
Lillian
Lowry, English
didn't orders, although there are meabands for a cars and using other people's and for Murray
was James teacher at Murray College High
you?" This ger case reports in' the medprostate credit cards.
Foster.
School. spoke about "ImprovDr.Gott appears to ical literature to support this Dear Abby exam
I' have been locked up for
and
Murray State ,University ing Relationships Among All
be common allegation.
PSA test..
three months now, and look- Racers won 80-79 over
Austin People" at a meeting of Calin people
By
Vitamin 8-12 is necessary
There's ing back, I can't believe the Peay Governors
By Abigail
in a basket- loway County Association for
Dr. Peter Gott with
this for proper blood-formation and
abun- life I was living. Is there still ball game at Murray.
Van Buren
an
Childhood Education held at
condition.
nerve-function. A 8-I2 defidance
of a chance I can turn my life
20 years ago
DEAR READER: Choco- ciency leads to a serious blood
Carter Elementary School.
advertising about breast exams, into a success when I'm
Published is a picture of
late contains many complex disorder called pernicious ane50 years ago
yearly checkups and women's released? And what do you
one of t4.,o 12,000 pound struc:substances to which some peo- mia. The vitamin is prevalent
Maurice Crass Jr., Don Smith
health centers, but little is seen recommend I do to stay sober
tures built by Swift Construc- and Bill Boyd are officers of
'pie are highly sensitive. These in meats and dairy products.
about the same thing for men. and lead a happy life? -tion Co. of Murray for the newly formed Murray
substances can, in some cases,
I do not know whether the
Prostate cancer is a serious TOUGH LUCK IN CHATEddyville state correctional Junior Chamber of Commerce.
lead to insomnia and disor- doctor you mention is on "the
problem if it's not detected TANOOGA
facility. Each one cost $60,000
dered sleep patterns, which right track." If he uses QI0
T.O. Turner, Murray business
before the symptoms show up;
DEAR TOUGH LUCK: to build for materials
and four man for over 50 years and
may be associated with vivid and B-12 as part of a larger
by then it's already spreading You can still achieve success,
dreams.
therapeutic program, OK. If outside the prostate. You know but it will be harder. The first months of labor. The photo former state senator for 12
was by Staff Photographer years. died Feb. 1.
Nonetheless, this relation- Q10 and B-12 are his only
that men put off medical vis- thing you must do is recogKevin Bowden.
:ship is unusual. Most people methods, no way.
Recent births reported at
its more often than women, nize that your situation had
Births reported include a Murray Hospital include a girl
who have had dreams have
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
so if you could get women less to do with tough luck
girl to Nancy and Walter Smith, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barnes,
not eaten chocolate. As a gen- a small growth under my left
involved in our health we might than a series of poor choices.
Jan. 24; a girl to Barbara and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gene
eral rule, people can eat choco- arm. It is painless but conbe around a lot longer.
Now that you are sober and Jim Georgiou and a girl
to Geurin, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
late without experiencing night- tains fluid that I have had
As a prostate cancer sur- thinking straight, it's time to Sherian
and Gary Adams. Jan. L.H.,Gason and a girl to Mr.
mares.
drained on several occasions.
vivor, I know from personal start planning a different life
25; a girl to William III and and Mrs. Bernice Wisehart.
To give you related infor- The doctors do not know what experience
that early-stage when you are released.
Kathy Straub, Jan. 28..
Ora Lee Farris is worthy
mation. I am sending you a it is. Can you suggest treatprostate cancer has no sympSome positive steps to take:
30 years ago
matron and Cecil Dodds is
"Slee13
copy, 3/wh
t my Health Report ment?
of
toms and, having been can- Join a 12-step support group;
Allyson Holt, junior, was worthy patron of Murray Star
ake Disorders." Other
DEAR READER: Benign, cer-free for the past six years, people with problems who have
crowned as Murray. High Chapter No,433 Order of the
readers
o would like a copy subcutaneous cysts are often
I am living proof that early emotional support accomplish School Homecoming
Basketball Eastern Star.
should send a long, self- filled with fluid that can reprostate cancer can be cured. more than they can on their
Queen for 1975 at the basketaddressed, stamped envelope accumulate after drainage pro-- ALIVE AND KICKIN' IN own. Understand that you will ball game
of Tigers losing to
and $2 tOVewsletter, P.O. Box cedures. They are a nuisance
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
have to forgo relationships with
Ballard Memorial. Lindsey
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be but, in general, are harmless.
DEAR
ALIVE
AND p8ople who use drugs and Hudspeth was high scorer for
sure to mention the title.
I recommend that you have a
By The Associated Press
KICKIN': You have written steal. Complete your educa- Murray.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Are surgeon remove the cyst entireToday is Wednesday, Feb.
an important letter. Many men, tion.
Dr. Bailey Binford spoke
there-vitamins or minerals that ly. With this option, you can
and women too, will appreciIt won't be easy, but if you on "Many Phases of Mental 2. the 33rd day of 2005. There
are able to boost the immune be free of the cyst — if, ate your timely reminder.
My do all of the above, you'll no Illness" at a meeting Of Sigma are 332 days left in the year.
system? I've read that. one indeed, that's what the lump
This is Groundhog Day. ,
mother was once asked what longer be the same person you Department
Murray
of
Today's Highlight in Hisphysician is using coenzyme is — and won't have the both- she thought was the most are today,
and you il lead
Woman's Club.
tory:
Q10 and B-12 to treat patients. er and expense of frequent important ingredient for a lasta happier life with fewer probBirths reported include a
On Feb. 2. 1943. the remainIs this doctor on the right drainages.
ing marriage. Her response: lems.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry der of Nazi forces from the
track'?
"A husband who lasts." Ladies,
Battle of Stalingrad surrendered
DEAR READER: All vitaCopyright 2005, Newspa- if you want your husband to
in -a major victory for the
mins affect the immune sys- per Enterprise Assn.
last, improve the odds by makSoviets in World War II..
tem, either directly or indirecting an appointment with his
On this date:
ly. Therefore, a balanced diet
doctor every year.
In 1653, New Amsterdam
- is necessary for good health.
•••
— now New York City —
Every person should make sure
DEAR ABBY: I am a 19was incorporated.
North dealer
will ordinarily be able to tell — from
In 1897, fire destroyed the
Both sides vulnerable
his own hand and the bidding - Pennsylvania State capitol in
NORTH
which suit that is most likely to be.
4AQJ
Take this case where East can
Harrisburg. (A new statehouse
VA .1 72
judge that, if he passes six hearts, the
was dedicated on the same
E3
IN1 CI 1 IE.Cf-..)
•10
contract will be made against any
site nine years later.)
•A K 1097
lead but a club. He therefore doubles
In 1945. President Roosevelt
WEST
EAST
to direct a club lead and give his side
and Britislr Prime Minister Win+109
86 5 4 2
at least some chance to defeat the
V 95
V 106 3
contract.
ston Churchill departed Malta
•Q 96 5
01(3843
After the double. West should
for the summit in Yalta with.
4b1Q I 4 3 2
4—
have no trouble working out the suit
Soviet leader Josef Stalin.
SOUTH
East wants led. North has bid clubs.
In 1971. Idi Amin assumed
41 K 7 3
and with West holding five cards in
•K Q 8 4
power in Uganda, following a
that suit, it is clear -- considenng the
•A 7 2
lead-directing nature of the double
coup that ousted President Mil4865
that clubs is the suit to be led.
ton Obote.
The bidding:
Despite the low club lead. South
In 1996, dancer, actor and
East
North
South
West
can -- and should -- make the slam.
choreographer Gene Kelly died
14
1•
Pass
but he must be careful not to puf up
Pass
2+
Pass
3•
the ace or king at trick one. If he
.Pass
at his Beverly Hills. Calif..
4 tr
6V
Pass
Pass
does, he goes down, because he will
home; he was 83. Pass
Dble
eventually have to lose a club trick to
Ten years ago: President
Opening lead ---- three of clubs.
West after East ruffs the first tnck.
Clinton nominated, Henry Fos• The double of a slam contract by
It might seem strange that South
the defender not on lead carries with
ter Jr. to succeed tired SurWELL SMALL THEfil DOWN
should be expected to plas a low club
r WE NNE
*Ur 4C41 fORKITttk
Tlie rt-ower Tints I
it a strong implication that the dou- from dummy at trick one. but he canTHE ASLE SO THE MOE
THE GROWS 540€
PHOTOS OF HIM
geon General Joycelyn Elders:
bler thinks the contract can be not blindly ignore the meaning of
CAN CRU5li MEM AS 51E
RE" TO
however. Foster's nomination
WE REPLACED 1HE
defeated if his partner makes the
WALKS, StrillSOUZINU HER
East's double. East's message to
SHRED AND
NO! we LoiCULO NEVER
FLOOR PETALS IN OUR
was later defeated in the Senright lead.
BREAK win( THE PAST!.
West — though not intended for
FORGET THE GROOM!
SPRINKLE AT
LITRE BASKETS WITH
ate. The leaders of Egypt, Israel.
Usually the double will be based
South's ears ---- is a warning that
THE
RR&
5IGH
SHREDOED NOTOS OF THE
on a void in the suit the doubler declarer can intercept, and he should
Jordan and the Palestinians held
OF TROUBLE!
BRIDES Er-KNFR1ENOS./
wishes to have led, and the leader react accordingly.
an unprecedented summit in
Tomorrow: Uncanny approach to the play
Cairo to try to revive the
c2t55 Kmg I.eatures Syndicate Ina
Mideast peace process.
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WHOA! GNP YOU EVER HAVE
A CANARY GtO DOWN THE
WRONCs PIPE?
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SOO

PONT STAND 50 CLOSE
TO ME . I PONT WANT
ANYONE TO KNOW
YOU'RE MY 131tO1'I4ER

YOU'RE
C716CrUSTIMG

1 Intuition
5 Farm structure
8 Ripple
12 Soldering tools
13 Road-paving
matenal
14 A Kararnazov
15 Fountain order
16 Words from
the sponsors
17 Tinny sound
18 More painful
20 Flu symptom
21 Scolding
24 Leave-taking
27 APB datum
28 Charge it
31 Guns
the engine
32 Sault — Marie
33 Get better
34 Experiment
with
35 Winning serve
36 Welsh dog
37 Portugal
capital

39 Confronts
43 Atlanta
campus
46 Online
marketplace
47 Narrow inlet
49 Stay in the
army (hyph )
51 Equal to the
task
52 Make lace like
granny
53 La senonta
54 Berets
55 Coast Guard
off

56 Applied henna
DOWN
1 7in

2 Pe▪ nsion acc:ts
3 Machete
cousin
4 Menu heading
5 Brenda —
of old comics
6 Little kid
7 Birthday no

Answer to Previous Puzzle
CAM UNTO ALP
OGEE MORC GOO
GOMED MOTUONS
OKOBED MFIMEI
MARS
ABS GEYSER MEI
ME1E ML HS IMIN
E0 MOOGET OMO
IAN EL DRAB
MEW ENLIST
ELUMEIVE SKIM!
BBB DERN ECRU
MO ORAN DOOM

DL GIDA

2-202005 united

FealUre

8 Sponge up
9 Tel —
10 Barn topper
11 Cal Tech grad
19 Pans thirstquencher

MIMI ME Mind
410" MEM MEM MEM
MMINI MEM MUM
WIIMWM MEM
MMOIddll
Add= dad Add
MO= ME di=
WM dad AM=
MEd=
MOM MOW
dEINI
MEM dlIM MEM
di= dMill MEM

Syndicate

Inc

20 Gator Bowl St
22 Destinies
23 Banjo kin
24 It may be
abstract
25 'The",
to Wolfgang
26 Leafy climber
28 Above.
tippbefs
29 Greet
the master
30 Yale alumnus
32— -fi flick
33 Threw a Party
for
35 Net and Gore
38 End of some
URLs
38 Mixes batter
39 Exploit
40 'Fernando'
band
41 Serene
42 Looks closely
44 Depend
45 Winter festival
47 1-70
48 Hokr or
Fleming
50 Launching
platform
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Book addresses
trying period in
Calloway history
TOM BERRY
Staff Writer

By

•

Attorney
Commonwealth
Dennie Smith, came to Murray
to help settle the situation by
promising the formation of a
special jury to try the case.
Murray attorney Pat Holt was
appointed to defend Martin.

Bill
Judge
Circuit
Cunningham's new book details
a darker moment in Calloway
County history as he recalls the
aeaions of former Gov. A.Q.
Martin was then brought to
in
Stanley
to stand trial at the
Murray
preventing a
Hotel, however
House
Murray
mob
lynch
the trial until
delayed
Bush
from hangwas taken,
Martin
and
February
ing a circuit
for
a again, back to Hopkinsville
judge,
keeping.
safe
commo (1 "This lynch mob go so invigwealth attorney and an orated and so intense that the
African - judge had a hard time making it
Cunningham American back to his hotel," Cunningham
accused of said. "In fact, the mob went into
police the hotel with them so they had
Murray
the
the murder of
to escape to their room. The
chief.
was telling them 'Bring
crowd
Cunningham, who presides
back to Murray or
Martin
Lubie
over Caldwell. Trigg and Lyon
we're going to hang you.- •
counties, officially announced
According the Cunningham.
the spring release of his, as yet,
of Murray's leading citisome
a
during
book
sixth
untitled
meeting of the Purchase Area zens were trying to defuse the
T.
Historical Society at MSU's situation, including Rainey
Wells, one of the founders of
Kentucky
West
Wrather
Murray State University. They
Museum on Saturday.
Bush that Martin would
assured
He said the title "Distant
be protected and got him to
Shame,
of
Story
A
Light:
order Martin back to Murray.
Courage and Redemption" has
However Patterson, his deputy,
new
the
been considered for
Martin missed the last train
and
publication that Cunningham
Paducah, a connection
from
said was written to detail the
point from Hopkinsville to
race
in
t
advancemen
for
need
Murray, and were delayed.
relations and social justice at the
During this time, Gov.
century.
20th
turn of the
a man cumiingham
Stanley,
the
of
chapters
The first two
as" the tilost colorful
describes
book summarizes race relations
to be governor of
ever
character
in western Kentucky just after
heard of the sithad
Kentucky."
the Civil War and the story
a stay at the
during
uation
details one of the most signifiHotel in Louisville, and
Sylbok
efforts
the
in
cant moments
— against the advise of his aides
toward progress in social justice
legislators — headed for
and
and human rights.
Murray to help defuse the situaalso
However, the story has
tion. Stanley was reportedly
become relatively unknown,
very popular with tobacco farmaccording to Cunningham, who
ers in the state having supported
has also authored -Castle: The
legislation that helped the farmStory of a Kentucky Prison,"
ers get more compensation for
"On Bended Knees.- and
their crops.
"Flames in the Wind."
"But Judge Bush and the
"I have also been captivated
commonwealth's attorney were
by stories about A.O. Stanley
still being held hostage as night
and it's incredible that no one
began to fall on Thursday. Jan.
knows about this,- he said
10," Cunningham continued.
Tuesday. The work is also part
"A. 0. Stanley was just aghast.
of a concerted effort to get
He kept asking himself,'Would
Stanley's name in the state's
they really hang a circuit
Civil Rights Hall of Fame in coljudge?"
laboration with state historian
As the story goes, Stanley
others.
and
Dr, Thomas Clark
orders Martin to Hopkinsville as
According to Cunningham.
he heads toward Murray. "He
the two men had a long-standing
said, 'They want to hang a cirfeud and Lubie Martin had
cuit judge. I'll give them a govsworn an affidavit against forernor to hang,- Cunningham
Police Chief
mer Murra
said.
Guthrie Diuguid claiming that
At the train station, some of
he had made indecent advances
people wanted Stanley to do
the
who
toward his wife. Diuguid,
what he could save Murray from
served as chief from 1862 to
the disgrace of lynching a man
1916, had disputed the claim
without a trial. After getting the
get
to
trying
and was apparently
crowd to move to the
angry
Martin to drop the action.
who
Stanley.
courtroom.
Diuguid was shot three times
as a brildescribed
Cunningham
and killed during an altercation
liant orator, appealed to them to
with Martin, a black man, on
now
—
Street
North Curd
LIED
Fourth Street — on Dec. 9,

allow the court to try Martin for
the crime.
"A.O. Stanley was a brilliant,
bouncy politician, going around
slapping backs and shaking
hands. But as he headed toward
the Murray House Hotel that
clear stream began to turn
muddy as he approached the
lynch mob ... he parted no water
there," Cunningham said. "They
said 'Who is this guy here' and
they said 'That's the governor of
Kentucky,' and they said 'Well,
we can hang a governor as easily as we can hang a judge."
time,
same
the
At
Cunningham said the Christian
County sheriff and a party of
about 200 armed men were
headed from Hopkinsville to
Murray, because the crowd in
Murray was holding their circuit
judge and commonwealth attorney.
"So Hopkinsville and Murray
were on the verge of a civil
war," Cunningham said. -There
have been some pretty tough
football games over the years,
but nothing a tough as that w4s
going to
Stanley cited the city's
churches, religious faith, good
moral character and other arguments in persuading the mob to
allow the criminal justice system in Murray to try Martin for
his crime and prevent an action
that would darken the city's history for decades to come.
"Now A.O. Stanley had given
some great speeches in his day,
but he had never given a speech
day,"
that
did
he
like
Cunningham said."As he spoke,
people began to move slowly
out the back door of the court-MOM"

Diuguid managed to get to a
doctor for treatment of his
wounds, but remained in very
serious condition. Meanwhile,
Martin fled Murray and was
later found and jailed in
Humbolt, Tenn., after he was
identified by a train conductor.
afterward, Calloway
Soon
County Sheriff Will Patterson
traveled to Tennessee to bring
Martin back, but word had
spread about what had happened to Diuguid and a lynch mob -.comprise primarily of tobaccd
farmers — had been formed by
townspeople. So Patterson took
Martin to Hopkinsville for
incarceration to keep him safe.
"However, during this time
Diuguid had died. So now Lubie
Martin was being sought after
for the murder of Guthrie
Diuguid." Cunningham told the
society members Saturday. He
said a huge crowd had gathered
at the train station wait for
Martin but grew intensely angry
when Martin was not found on
the train.
"This town became agitated
recognition,"
beyond
Cunningham said. "They were
demanding immediate justice.As Martin remained in jail ir
Hopkinsville. Circuit Judge
Charles Bush, accompanied by
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Cunningham cited the incident as an early example of
efforts toward better race relations, as well as criminal and
social justice, in Kentucky by
Stanley and later by former Gov.
Ned Breathitt.
Stanley met Breathitt in
Washington in 1954 and "passed
the mantle" of efforts toward
criminal and social justice in the
state, according to Cunningham.
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that
noted
Cunningham
Martin received a lot of support
in his defense by local and
regi al members of the Sons of
Cojfederate Veterans, as well as
that tried to prevent his
lynching following the crime.

Breathitt had helped to spearhead efforts toward social justice in the state later in life after
he was forbidden by his father to
play with a Negro friend when
he was a boy. He later discovered that a harsher set of laws
applied to African-Americans
when a crime victim was perpetrated on a white man instead of
a black man.
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